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Buskirk-Chumley Theater is re-writing the script

“And we’ll take up where we left off when we all meet again.”
-Carrie Newcomer
The Buskirk-Chumley Theater has been an enduring symbol
of strength and perseverance for almost 100 years. It survived
the Great Depression, a world war, and nearly burning to the
ground in 1933!
As Bloomington draws strength from these historic lessons, we
recognize that only by working together will we overcome the
challenges brought forth by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Please consider making a donation today to help BCT Management, Inc. re-write
the script for your favorite community theater. Thank you for your support!

BUSKIRKCHUMLEY.ORG/DONATE
AUG / SEPT 2020
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PETERLOO
By Tom Prasch
The infamous Peterloo Massacre may have taken place in
England in 1819, but Mike Leigh’s passionate film about the
murders of protesters has an eerie present-day familiarity.
RYDER
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THE NRA
By Jason Vest
Frank Smyth, a war correspondent and NRA member considers what the NRA was before and
after a fateful night in 1977 in his book, The NRA: The Unauthorized History

FICTION 2020
Curated by Justin Chandler
Stephanie Andrea Allen’s “Moji” tells the
shocking story of a new avatar that may have
profound consequences…. Shayne Laughter’s
“We Lie, We Die is a story of love and hate,
of coming to terms with all that is outside
and distinct from oneself….Foot thoughts
are fleeting, always in motion, and Valerie’s
are no different in Matt Lutz’s “Valerie’s Foot
Thought”…. Hardy Nall Jr.’s “Skate Like Sonja

Hanie” offers readers a story of neighborhood
hockey playing youths and their number one
fan…. Sharon Pugh’s “Silele’s Baby” follows
several teachers in the American Samoan
islands in the aftermath of the Kennedy
assassination…. And in Jenifer Raver’s “Café
B,” a woman navigates a subtly charged
conversation with an elusive paramour.

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.”
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.
In College Holiday (1936) A. Going to a pep rally
the college students on B. Going to a dance
the bus are
C. Going to class
D. Going to a participatory
experiment in eugenics

Answer to Last Week’s Question:
In Fight Club, Helena Bonham Carter tells Edward Norton
as she boards the bus, “You’re the worst thing that ever
happened to me.”

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.

AUG / SEPT 2020
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Movies for Moderns
A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
MOVIES
FOR MODERNS
Reflecting On Existence
Fri and Sat, Aug 21 & 22
A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
Reflecting ... 7:00 @ IU Fine Arts
The Yes Men ... 7:45 @ IU Woodburn
Time Bandits 8:30 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)

Now Playing Anytime, Anywhere in our Virtual Cinema

Aug 21, 22, 23, 28, 29, 30 Sept 4, 5
A pair of hapless novelty salesman take us on
a kaleidoscopic tour of the human condition in
the new off-kilter comedy by Swedish filmmaker Roy Andersson. If Wes Anderson and Lars
von Trier tried to write a sitcom together, the
result would be something like A Pigeon Sat
on a Branch. –Salon.com

Aria

Sun, Aug 23

The Yescelebrated
Men ... 7:00 @ Bear’sdiPlace
In 1987, ten of the world’s most creative and
rectors were each given the same brief: toFrichoose
piece of
and Sat Aug 28a& 29
Gueros 7:00 @ IU Fine Arts
GUEROS
opera music and then present a visual interpretation
of that
A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
Aug 28, 29, 30, Sept 4, 5, 6
Amusic
pair of university
attempt to track
... 7:45
@ IU Woodburn
withstudents
complete
artistic freedom. TheReflecting
result:
ten
short
down an unsung folk hero. Their simple trip
Groundhog Day 8:30 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)
pieces
directed
ten different filmmakers, each interpreting
to
find their childhood
idol soonby
becomes
a voyage of self-discovery across Mexico
Aug 30 are freea particular
aria (Vivaldi,
Bach, Wagner).Sun,These
City’s
invisible frontiers.an
“A gorgeous
slice of
A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
deadbeat Mexico City slacker poetry…a work
wheeling interpretations so if you are looking
for
something
Reflecting
... 7:00
@ Bear’s Place
of genius…witty, delicate and often magical.
discovery
of
GUEROS
is
the
foreign-language
traditional,
you
might
be
disappointed.
But
if
you’re
OK with
2015 so far, and pretty close to the best film
Fri and Sat, Sept 4 & 5
I’ve
seen allaudacious,
year.” – Salon.com thought-provoking and funny,
sexy,
Gueros 7:00well,
@ IU Finethen,
Arts
A Pigeon Sat On A Branch
this just
might be your cup of tea.
Gemma
Bovery
Reflecting ... 7:45 @ IU Woodburn
Sept 11, 12, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26
The
10to filmmakers
Nicholas Roeg, Robert
Altman
and
Hairspray 8:15 @
Bryan Park (Fri
only)
Life
begins
imitate art in uncanny include
ways
when earthy British beauty Gemma and her
Jean Luc Godard. Aria includes Bridget Fonda’s
electrifying
furniture restorer husband Charles Bovery
Sun, Sept 6
move
to the
very samea
Norman
village where
Gueros Elizabeth
7:00 @ Bear’s PlaceHur- Last Chance!
film
debut,
breathtaking
performance
from
Emma Bovery was written. Whether you’ve
read
or not, Gemma
Bovery is an
ley,Flaubert
as well
as performances
by Tilda Swinton,
John
and
Fri and Sat,
Sept 11 &Hurt,
12
insightful, delightful comedy of manners.
Woodburn
Theresa
Russell as the trigger-happy King Meru
Zog6:45of@ IUAlbania.
(UK/France;
99 min)
Gemma Bovery 7:30 @ IU Fine Arts
Selena 8:15 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)

MERU

We Are Little Zombies

Sept 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 27, Oct 2, 3
The Shark’s Fin on Mount Meru sits 21,000 feet
above the sacred Ganges River in Northern
India. In the high-stakes pursuit of big-wall
climbing, the mountain’s perversely stacked
obstacles make it both a nightmare and an
irresistible calling for some of the world’s
toughest climbers. In October 2008, renowned
alpinists Conrad Anker, Jimmy Chin and Renan
Ozturk arrived in India to tackle Meru.

Sun, Sept 13

One sunny day, four young strangers meetGemma
by Bovery
chance
at aPlace
cre7:00 @ Bear’s
matorium. They have all recently lost theirFriparents,
and Sat, Sept 18 but
& 19 none
Meru
6:45
@
IU
Fine
Arts of all
of them can shed a tear. They are like zombies, devoid
Gemma Bovery 7:30 @ IU Woodburn
emotion. Alone in the world at 13 years of Cartel
ageLandwith
8:30 @no
IU Finefuture,
Arts
8:00 @ Bryan Park (Fri only)
no dreams, and no way to move forward, Beetlejuice
our protagonists
for Moderns 812 339.2002 TheR der.com
dress themselvesMovies
in scraps
from a garbage dump, track down
musical instruments, and decide to form a kick-ass band. They
call themselves LITTLE ZOMBIES. This is a story about their
quest to retrieve their ability to feel.
CRITIC’S PICK! Wry humor, absurd dialogue and unflagging
energy propel this dazzling, manic debut from Makoto Nagahisa…. he throws an entire box of tricks at the screen. Splitting it in two, fading to black and white, writing over it, and
dunking an entire scene into a fishbowl, he fashions a fantasia
of pranks so unexpected and colors so intense (the splendid
cinematography is by Hiroaki Takeda), they could make you
hallucinate. – The New York Times
Y
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See TheRYder.com for up-to-the-minute updates to our calendar
What’s Going On in our Virtual Cinema

Back in March, which seems like years ago, we thought that when IU
reopened we would once again be screeing films in person. Clearly,
that’s not happening any time soon. Although we miss seeing you, and
we hope you miss us, there are several advantages to virtual cinemas.
Since we are not limited to brick and mortar theater spaces, we can host
a greater number of screenings. We are regularly adding new films; this
calendar may already be outdated. Check our website (theryder.com);
on most days you can choose between 10 and 12 current releases. We
are also not limited by geography; you can be sheltering anywhere and
still watch a Ryder film, as long as you have an internet connection. And
a credit card. So if you have a friend who might enjoy one of the films
we are showing, please share our site with them. Approximately 50% of
each ticket sold will eventually find its way back to us and will help keep
the lights on for a few more weeks. And of course, if there’s a film you’d
like to see please let us know; we can be talked into almost anything.

Flannery

Flannery is a lyrical, intimate exploration of the life and work of Flannery
O’Connor, whose distinctive Southern Gothic style influenced a generation of artists and activists. With the Georgia farm where she grew up
and later wrote her best known work as a backdrop, a picture of the
woman behind her sharply aware, starkly redemptive style comes into
focus. Including conversations with those who knew her and those
inspired by her — Mary Karr, Tommy Lee Jones, Lucinda Williams, Hilton
Als and Conan O’Brien (an O’Connor scholar – who knew?)

Guest of Honour

A Toronto health inspector, spends his days frequenting family-owned
restaurants and wielding the power to shutter their dreams at the slightest provocation. But serving as a guardian angel for unsuspecting diners
can’t begin to ease the conscience of this deeply conflicted man.

GORDON LIGHTFOOT: If You Could Read My Mind

As one of folk music’s most steady and enduring forces, Gordon Lightfoot continues to move generations of fans. His timeless songs were
lauded by Bob Dylan and covered by everyone from Elvis to Johnny Cash
to Barbra Streisand.

HELMUT NEWTON: The Bad And The Beautiful

One of the great masters of photography, Helmut Newton made a name
for himself exploring the female form, and his cult status continues long
after his tragic death in a Los Angeles car crash in 2004. Newton worked
around the globe, from Singapore to Australia to Paris to Los Angeles,
but Weimar Germany was the visual hallmark of his work. Newton’s
unique and striking way of depicting women has always posed the question: did he empower his subjects or treat them as sexual objects?

AUG / SEPT 2020
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See TheRYder.com for up-to-the-minute updates to our calendar
CREEM

Creem magazine is considered by some to be the greatest
rock ‘n’ roll magazine ever made (with an iconic mascot designed by cartoonist, Robert Crumb). Alice Cooper, Cameron
Crowe, Michael Stipe, Chad Smith, Joan Jett, Gene Simmons,
Paul Stanley, Kirk Hammett, and Wayne Kramer express their
love for the magazine that some called “the anti-Rolling
Stone.” Started in Detroit in 1969 by Barry Kramer, Creem
was devoted to the bands of the Midwest, particularly the
booming scene in its hometown. They were the first to feature such The MC5, The Stooges, and Parliament Funkadelic.
But they weren’t just known for their work; the motley crew
of a staff lived the rockstar lifestyle themselves, with their
headquarters being a destination for debauchery.

The Green Years

Widely considered the founding text of the New Portuguese
Cinema, Paulo Rocha’s coming-of-age film follows 19-year-old
Julio as he goes to work as a shoemaker in Lisbon, where his
working-class values end up colliding with the bourgeois trappings of modern life. Co-feature: Rocha’s Change of Life.

My Dog Stupid

Henri is a middle-aged writer in crisis. He wrote one great novel 25 years earlier but not much since. One day, an enormous
gray dog, impolite and smelly, sneaks into his house. Against
the wishes of his wife and four kids, he decides to keep the
dog, whom he names, affectionately, Stupid. Merging elements of John Cassavetes and the Coen Brothers, My Dog
Stupid is a refreshingly honest look at the ups-and-downs of
love and aging, directed by and starring iconic real-life couple
Charlotte Gainsbourg & Yvan Attal. (France; subtitles)

God of the Piano

An award-winning Israeli family drama set in the rarefied and
competitive world of classical music. A young woman has never been able to reach her father’s exacting musical standards,
and now her family’s hope of producing a musical prodigy
rests on her unborn son. When the baby is born deaf, she cannot accept it and resorts to extreme measures to ensure that
her child will be the composer that her father always wanted.
8
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Bringing theatre into your lives
in new and exciting ways!

Become a 20/21 Season Member today
Learn more at cardinalstage.org
AUG / SEPT 2020
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AMERICAN THEATRE
IS ALIVE, WELL, AND ON A FARM

IN RURAL INDIANA
Singer-songwriter Krista Detor brings nine New York
theatre-makers to Bloomington By Kellen Sillanpaa

K

10

rista Detor isn’t completely sure
whose idea it was.
She knows that she was there, the
matriarch of her 40-acre homestead in
rural Bloomington, The Hundredth
Hill, complete with three guesthouses,
and a barn performance space, and a
dirt-covered pig named Ghede. She
knows that her old college roommate
was there—you know, the one who
used to have a purple rattail, but who
was now an employer of 100 people in
a suburb of San Francisco with an eye
for the things Krista hates the most—
namely, spreadsheets, budgets, and
numbers. She knows that her goddaughter was there—fresh from her
NYU graduation on YouTube, a product of the prestigious Tisch School of
Drama, now quarantined, and unemployed, and broke, no chance to direct
the hard-driving, brain-exploding
plays the New York theatre scene will
one day know her for.
Krista does know that the wine was
ﬂowing. She knows that the chocolate
was out. She knows that the dogs were
pacing the kitchen, and that her husband was oﬀ punching new windows
RYDER
through some unknown room in her

house, and that the sun had gone down and the
moon had come up, and that at some point—
somewhere in between that ﬁrst and second
bottle of wine—the idea had appeared, had
manifested itself, had wandered out of the forest and sat itself down at Krista’s kitchen table.
The idea was small, but powerful in its simplicity. What if Kyndall, the goddaughter,
picked eight of her friends from NYU—all
similarly quarantined, and unemployed, and
broke—and brought them to Indiana? What
if Krista took what she learned at artist residencies in Seattle and Belfast and of course
Bloomington, and created a fully-ﬂedged, real
deal artist residency at The Hundredth Hill?
What if all of them joined forces to create a
series of plays, brand new and socially disthat had a chance to shatter what we think we
tant and just for the Bloomington community, know about how to create theatre in the age
of COVID? What if everything the three of
them had done for the last ﬁve years had led
Cover Image: Scott Huﬀman has the requisite sorcery to
write a story about a kid sitting in his basement, playing them exactly to this moment?
And Jesus, what if it worked?
video games in a Pokémon onesie, and turn it into the

What if Kyndall picked eight of her
friends from NYU—all similarly
quarantined, and unemployed,
and broke—and brought them to
Indiana? What if Krista took what
she learned at artist residencies
in Seattle and Belfast and
created a fully-fledged, real deal
artist residency in Bloomington?

most talked-about student show at NYU in years. / photo
by Kellen Sillanpaa
Below: Ghede, sans make-up / photo by Kellen Sillanpaa
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n all fairness, this idea—now known as
The Hundredth Hill’s Emerging Theatre
Artist Residency—didn’t exactly come
out of nowhere.
Detor had been laying the groundwork for
some time. She stepped back from the hardcore Brussels-to-Dublin-to-London-to-Rome
tours around 2016, and spent a long stretch
of time at home in Bloomington, at The Hundredth Hill. She was drained of all her energy. She needed something new.
“I looked up and thought—if I could make
space for other people to ﬁnd inspiration,
that would in turn inspire me to create, and
to move into bigger notions. I needed something hopeful. Something positive. And people in the middle of the creative process are
about as happy as you can get.”
Detor then embarked on a series of what
she called “small bets.” She, along with
her husband David, slowly began to remake their property. In came the three
bed lofted cottage. The air-conditioned,
11

“For the last few months, this
project has kept me from falling
into some dark places, places
I’ve seen some of my friends go.I
talk to people about it and it
gives them hope.” - Krista Detor
renovated Airstream trailer. The massive
garden, complete with row after row of
fresh vegetables and herbs. She began
to host small groups of artists at The
Hundredth Hill—painters from Chicago,
playwrights from Seattle, musicians from
Cincinnati—and learned how to support
them in their quest for creative expression. She lectured on the music industry
at Stanford. She took a group of 20 Indi-

12

ana writers through a full program in Belfast, teaching them about Joyce, and Irish
history, and songwriting. She searched
her soul at Hedgebrook, a residency for
female artists in Washington State.
So by the time her friends from California
rolled into town—by the time the pencils and
paper came out and numbers were crunched
and they reached the logical extension of
their Malbec-fueled vision quest—Detor was
not caught oﬀ guard. She was just about done
with the small bets, and ready for a big one.

T

he hand now dealt, the bet raised, Detor
now has only to show her cards. On August 1, nine young New York directors, actors, and playwrights unwedged themselves
from their cramped Bed-Stuy apartments and
descended on Monroe County like subway
Just another Pandemic morning in the Detor
barnyard / photo by Jessica Zuniga

RYDER

rats to a dollar slice of pizza.
Bloomington will see the likes of
Kyndall Sillanpaa, who is dark,
and gritty, and as New York as
Joe Dimaggio and the Statue of
Liberty combined. She’s also, if
you ask anyone who’s seen her
last three shows at NYU, absolutely on ﬁre. They’ll see Scott
Huﬀman, a playwright and
director with the requisite sorcery to write a story about a kid
sitting in his basement, playing video games in a Pokémon
onesie, and turn it into the most
talked-about student show at
NYU in years. They’ll see Sam
McHale, director, producer,
and future guy behind the guy
of your cool cousin’s favorite
oﬀ-Broadway show. In a world
ﬁlled with artists “just feeling
it out as they go,” his dedication to planning and organizing
and budgeting did more than
anything else to help make this
residency happen.
“For the last few months, this
project has kept me from falling
into some dark places, places
I’ve seen some of my friends
go,” Detor said. “And I talk to
people about this project, and
they get a little energy from it—
it gives them hope. Just the fact
that we haven’t given up.
“To me, the very purpose of
art and what it represents is to
respond to the times, to be a
mirror, to show what is possible. And there’s nothing more
important than doing just what
we’re trying to do right here.”

O

never seen Char Nakashima-Conway outside, and there
is a whole lot of outside at The Hundredth Hill. Brendan
Schwartz will need every last ounce of their karate black
belt if they run afoul of the pissed-oﬀ German Shepherd
that lives three or four houses down. Nancy Kimball is just
happy to be sleeping in a room where her twin bed doesn’t
touch three of her four bedroom walls.
But if Krista and the gang are able to pull this residency
oﬀ—if they are able to harness their collective energy and
stay safe in their Bloomington bubble and shake lightning
bolts down on the city’s art community when they ﬁnally
perform their new works in mid-October—well, then all
they’ll have done is show the world how to keep the American theatre alive during the plague.

f course, things won’t be
easy at ﬁrst for the group.
Most of the residents have

AUG / SEPT 2020
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THE COST
OF IU’S
REOPENING
FOR LOCAL
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

photos courtesy
of Indiana University

By reopening for on-campus instruction this fall, colleges and
universities are essentially sacriﬁcing the quality and equity of
K-12 education in their local communities

These K-12 and higher-ed decisions may
seem unrelated, but there is reason to suscross the country, public colleges and
pect that the reopening of public colleges and
universities are preparing to bring
universities is contributing to the continued
students back to campus. That includes closure of K-12 schools.
Indiana University, which is welcoming all
Some college town districts have explicitly
students to return to Bloomington, though
mentioned the reopening of universities as
larger courses and gen-ed courses will be
a key factor in their decisions to stay closed.
held online this fall.
Ann Arbor school oﬃcials, for example, explained their decision to go fully online, in part,
Meanwhile, in many of the college towns
by noting that: “during August, Ann Arbor
that house public colleges and universities,
will experience its annual inﬂux of University
public K-12 schools have announced a shift to of Michigan students from all over the country
online-only instruction, at least for the start
and world. The impact of tens of thousands of
of the year. That includes the Monroe County new students on local transmission rates must
Community School Corporation in Bloombe evaluated and considered.”
Similarly, here in Bloomington, parents and
Some legal scholars have urged college
teachers have ﬂooded community Facebook
towns to sue their local universities in
groups with questions and concerns about
an effort to keep campuses closed.
the impact of 40,000 IU students returning
By Jessica Calarco

A

ington. It also includes public school districts
in Ann Arbor and Lansing, Michigan, Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, Charlottesville, Virginia, Madison, Wisconsin, Iowa City, Iowa, and
many other college towns, as well.
14

Jessica Calarco is an Associate Professor of Sociology at Indiana University, Bloomington and
the author of Negotiating Opportunities: How the
Middle Class Secures Advantages in School (Oxford 2018) and A Field Guide to Grad School: Navigating the Hidden Curriculum (Princeton 2020).
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this fall. On July 24th, for example, one group member shared
a letter she sent to the MCCSC
Board. It stated: “With current
infection rates climbing, and due
to get worse with students on IU
campus, I feel it is irresponsible
to start 100% in-person school
August 5th.”
Given these concerns, K-12
school leaders in college towns
like Bloomington and Ann Arbor
appear to be making reopening
decisions, at least in part, based
concerns that returning college
students will bring with them a
rise in COVID-19 infection rates.
And those concerns are not unfounded. Bars, parties, and fraternities – staples of college town
life – have been hotspots for viral
spread. And even college classrooms are unlikely to be totally
safe. Returning college students,
in turn, don’t just interact with
each other. By being on campus,
they also put faculty, staﬀ, and
other community members (e.g.,
the cashier at the grocery store,
the city bus driver, the coﬀee
barista) at risk. Given these potential risks, K-12 leaders in college towns seem to be opting for
online instruction to protect teachers, students, staﬀ, and families
from the added exposure college
students will bring.
This, of course, raises the question – if the risks of reopening
public colleges and universities
are so high as to warrant closing
K-12 schools, why would college
and universities reopen at all?
Well, unlike Indiana’s public k-12
schools (which were originally
set to receive full funding whether they’re online or in-person,
AUG / SEPT 2020
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Helping residents, businesses and events
recover compostable resources locally.
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@GreenCaminoCompost
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though state legislators recently went back on
that promise), most public colleges and universities can’t aﬀord to go fully online. As State
governments have reduced their investment
in public higher education, and as the value of
federal support programs like the Pell Grant
have declined, universities have been forced to
make ends meet by raising tuition and generating funds in other ways (e.g., through room and
board fees, food sales, parking, events, etc.). At
IU, the portion of the budget covered by tuition and fees is more than double the portion
covered by the State. If IU were to shift to fully
online instruction, students might balk at being
asked to pay full price. And some might opt
to transfer or enroll elsewhere as freshmen if
IU won’t give them the on-campus experience
they desire.
The budget cuts that would result from keeping
students oﬀ campus could be devastating for IU
and for Bloomington more generally. 65% of IU’s
budget goes toward salaries and beneﬁts—money that supports 10,000 local workers and their
families. Unless the federal government were to
intervene with a massive bailout for public colleges and universities, keeping students oﬀ cam-

Working parents in Monroe
County—especially working
mothers—have been hit particularly
hard during the pandemic.
pus would almost certainly result in layoﬀs and
salary cuts, and it might even put the future of the
university at risk.
Thus, in deciding to reopen for on-campus
instruction, university oﬃcials may be trying
to avoid layoﬀs and salary cuts and help ensure the future of the university long-term.
In doing so, however, public colleges and
universities are essentially sacriﬁcing the quality and equity of K-12 education in their local
communities. Research consistently shows that
online education is less eﬀective than in-person instruction. That’s especially true for our
16

youngest learners and for other students (e.g.,
students with diagnosed learning disabilities,
English language learners) who need handson instruction and support. Meanwhile, some
students, and especially students from families
with limited resources, may not even be able
to attend school online. A recent study found
that nearly 85,000 K-12 students in Indiana do
not have internet access at home. Furthermore,
and even if they do have access to internet and
functioning devices, students from low-income
families are also less likely to have a parent or
other caregiver who can provide the level of
instructional support they need to learn eﬀectively at home.
By trying to avoid layoﬀs and salary cuts and
keep public colleges and universities open longterm, administrators are also sacriﬁcing the ability of parents to work. That includes workers in
the larger community, and it includes university
workers, as well. In our current research, for
example, my colleagues and I are examining how
Monroe County families are managing during
the pandemic, and we ﬁnd that working parents—especially working mothers—have been
hit particularly hard. Some of the mothers we’ve
interviewed have been forced to drop out of the
workforce because their children’s schools and
childcare centers are closed. Others have been
caring for their children during the day and doing
their work early in the morning and late at night,
sacriﬁcing sleep to get everything done. Still
others have been forced to ask elderly relatives
to care for their children, putting their relatives’
health at risk so they can work.
It would be easy to blame university administrators for the choices they’ve made to stay
open and the consequences those decisions
have had for workers, for families, and for
K-12 students and schools. But those administrators aren’t really the ones to blame.
Instead, the fault lies in the complete unwillingness of federal and state leaders to control
the spread of the virus and provide the support
that people and organizations so desperately
need. That means extending lockdowns, closing
businesses, limiting non-essential services, and
RYDER

paying people to
stay home. It also
means supporting
businesses and other organizations –
like public colleges
and universities
and public K-12 schools – that need money to
weather this crisis, as well.
Some legal scholars have urged college towns
to sue their local universities in an eﬀort to keep
campuses closed. But I would argue that a better solution would be for universities and their
communities to come together to demand federal support for public higher education – money that public colleges and universities desperately need to avoid going under while moving
online. And come together to demand federal
support for public K-12 education – money
schools need to hire more teachers for eﬀective
online instruction in the short term, and money
they need in the long term to reopen, eventual-

Parents and teachers in Bloomington
have flooded community Facebook
groups with concerns about the
impact of 40,000 IU students
returning this fall.
ly, with adequate safety protocols in place.
Suﬃcient federal support would give public
colleges and universities the ﬁnancial buoy
they need to shift online and to do so without
layoﬀs or pay cuts for workers. That move
online, in turn, would help limit the spread of
the virus and give K-12 schools a better shot
at reopening sooner and more safely. Getting
the virus under control – and keeping it that
way – is critical. Because at least from a learning perspective, it makes zero sense to have
colleges and universities open while K-12
schools are closed. And in college towns like
Bloomington, K-12 schools will likely only
reopen if universities have the resources to do
their part to keep their communities safe.

August 30 at 8pm
wtiu.org/roundbarns
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THE
MANY
FACES
OF DAVID ORTIZ Y PINO
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A street artist is ﬁnding a new path through drawing
By Mason Cassady

RYDER

David Ortiz y Pino spends most days
downtown, sitting on a bench in Oddfellows Alley on Kirkwood Avenue,
between Blu Boy Chocolate and Farm
Restaurant. It’s hard not to notice his
hands as they scurry across ﬂats of
cardboard to create abstract drawings.
At his feet, he displays his ﬁnished artwork to those walking by.
As he nears his 50th birthday, art has
given him a new sense of identity and
a new purpose on the streets of Bloomington. I sat down with Ortiz to talk
about his drawing, and our conversation extended into the details of his life.
Similar to faces he portrays with ink,
Ortiz has lived a life of many faces.
Around Christmas of 2019, Ortiz was
bored while sitting outside of JL Waters. A person walked by and made
a remark about making something to
give to people. This sparked a thought
in Ortiz as he sat there, wondering
what he could do with his time. “You
know what… I could draw!” Ortiz told
me as he recounts that wintery day,
“I ran down to the dumpster to get
some cardboard. I borrowed a couple
markers and pens from a bartender at
a restaurant on the corner and started
drawing. I was on my third or fourth
piece when some people walked by and
wanted to buy one. I was shocked.” Ortiz continued in astonishment, “I’m still
dumbfounded if I sell my art. I love the
art that I create but the idea that other
people like it and want to buy it is such
a weird and cool feeling.”
Ortiz has had a life of many diﬀerent
occupations and phases. There has been
much oscillation between stability and
tumultuous times. Ortiz is the adopted son of two social workers and grew
up in New Mexico. After highschool,
Illustrations by David Ortiz y Pino
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he lived and worked in distant
corners of the States. As a young
adult, he worked oﬀshore on oil
rigs in California and then moved
up to Alaska for work. From there,
he landed in Bloomington where
he has spent most of his adult life.
Ortiz has three kids, two of which
he raised as a single father. He
went to culinary school, worked
in kitchens around town, and was
a butcher at one point. After years
in the food industry, he became a
master stonemason and started his
own masonry business. Ortiz described parallels of art across his
life and many occupations, “When
I was a chef, art was on the plate.
When I was a stonemason, art was
in my masonry.”
About three years ago, Ortiz
relapsed, lost his house and has
been on and oﬀ the streets since.
Prior to drawing, Ortiz would
put out a sign each day that said
“Homeless. Anything helps. God
bless” while much of his day was
spent seeking alcohol and other
substances. “I’ve been an alcoholic since age 7.” Ortiz continued
“when my parents had dinner
parties, I would steal the wine because I liked the buzz, even from
an early age. Looking back, my
parents and I probably knew it but
we didn’t do anything about it.”
Once Ortiz entered highschool,
his drinking increased, “I’ve had
many troubles, lots of ﬁghts and
arrests in my life. I’ve probably
been arrested 40-some times,
mostly alcohol-related.”
Ortiz was sober for about
12-years at one point in his life.
Yet, he has had many relapses
20
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with various drugs and alcohol. “It’s always about ease
and comfort. I wasn’t necessarily drinking to hide anything.
My childhood and parents
were great so that’s not the
reason.” At the moment, Ortiz is not pursuing a recovery
program. “I do believe I have
another recovery in me. I have
such a long history of addiction, recovery, and relapse so I
would like to get involved in a
recovery program that involves
other people who have been
around the block many times
like me.” Ortiz feels less in the
throes of alcohol and substance
abuse at the moment, and now
spends more of his time engulfed in drawing.
Changes in panhandling laws
in recent years is additional
motivation for Ortiz and his
drawing. The law has made
the act of panhandling more
diﬃcult for those experiencing
homelessness so Ortiz doesn’t
ask people for money unless
they want to purchase a piece
of art. This allows Ortiz to
be productive while on city
property, “I don’t sit here and
harass the public anymore. I’m
actually doing something that
people might buy. Many times
people tell me that they really love to see what I’m doing
with my time.”
When it comes to drawing,
Ortiz uses an abstract style that
often depicts faces. “I can’t do
landscapes or literal stuﬀ. I
pull some stuﬀ oﬀ, like birds
but it’s typically in an abstract
way.” Ortiz told me as he scribbled away at a new drawing
AUG / SEPT 2020

WORK THROUGH IT! IF YOU
PRESS ON, YOU CAN CHANGE OR
ALTER OR FIX THE MISTAKES.
while 10 other drawings lined the wall next to him. “I
put a circle on most of my pieces, with a hand or column
that holds it up. This represents the idea that something
inside of me comes from outside of me. It’s the spiritual
side of my drawing.”
As for his medium, Ortiz uses pens, pencils, and
sharpies in a wide variety of colors. “When I started,
it was all pen but one day a guy walked up to me and
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said, “Man… you should add
some color!”” This prompted Ortiz
to seek out new materials, “I began asking people for anything:
sharpies, gel pens, pencils. Currently, my method begins in pen,
then I use sharpies and I finish
it with pencil. Pen makes a good
background for colored pencils.
For some reason, the color refracts
off the paper or cardboard in a
certain way and pops completely
different when on top of black ink.
So when I put down black ink, and
top it with colored pencil, it illuminates in a way that I like.”
Ortiz described the diﬃculty of
creating art with his current materials, especially with cardboard
as the surface he draws on. “What
I really want to do is paint. But I
don’t have the money for canvas,
paint or a space to do the work. It’s
a very messy process so I can’t really do that out here on the street.”
As we continued in conversation,
Ortiz discussed his approach along
with some practical advice for
making art. “If I had to pass anything on to someone else: When
you don’t like it or it doesn’t look
right, don’t stop, don’t scrap it.
Work through it! Move to a diﬀerent section of the paper or whatever medium that you’re using. If you
press on, a lot of times, you can
change or alter or ﬁx the mistakes.
I ﬁnd that if I just persevere, I can
usually get the piece to come out.”
Ortiz continued to discuss art
as a playful act of spontaneity:
“Don’t be afraid to just slap
something on there. Don’t try
22
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too hard to think what
you want to make. I was
diagnosed with ADD as
a child which causes me
to live in the moment.
That is a lesson that
Nietzsche, Alcoholics
Anonymous, and the Bible all teach: If you don’t
dwell in the past, and
remain in the present,
you can be happier.”
As our conversation
neared end, Ortiz noted
some of his ambitions,
“It would be so surreal
and mind blowing if I
was able to make a living off of my artwork
because I don’t sit down
everyday and think that
my goal in life is to be
an artist. I told my sons
that when I snap back
into life and recover, I’m
still going to do my art.”
Ortiz is confident that he
has another recovery in
him that will change the
course of his life, noting
an interest to get back
into masonry along with
continuing to draw.
Next time you’re walking
on Kirkwood Avenue, take
a look down Oddfellows
Alley, and you might be
captivated by one of the
many faces of Ortiz. While
you’re walking by there
is a good chance he’ll say,
“You’re beautiful!” as he
believes that everyone is
and that we all need to say
and hear that more.
AUG / SEPT 2020
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Rhetoric and Realities in Mike Leigh’s Peterloo

By Tom Prasch

ry violently dispersed a peaceful demonstration for voting rights (did I hear anyone say
When the men come home from another
“Portland”?), killing some dozen demonstrameeting about extending the franchise to
working people (“about having a voice, about tors and wounding hundreds more, including
many women. That event provides the film’s
representation,” Robert explains, stumbling
dramatic climax. Meanwhile, in the film’s
a bit over the big word, obviously a new one
next scene, we go back to another meeting,
for him), Joshua’s wife Nellie is dismissive:
“Talk, talk, talk.” Joshua insists the talk is nec- for more of that talk, talk, talk. And many
reviewers have complained about all that
essary, that “What’s to be done is what they
talk. But the talk is central to Leigh’s designs
were doing tonight: people meeting, talking,
in Peterloo.
being strong together.” Nellie remains skeptical: “Keep your hair on, I was just saying.
Even for viewers who have adjusted to
Less talk, more action.” A bit later she adds,
”They’ll never give us the vote.” They would, Oscar-nominated filmmaker Mike Leigh’s
eventually, but it would take another century late-career leap from darkly-limned and darkly comic kitchen-sink-realist portraits of conto complete the job, lifetimes later.
temporary working-class lives (think High
What the people here will get instead is
Hopes [1988] or Naked [1993], for example)
Peterloo: the infamous massacre of 1819 in
Manchester’s St. Peter’s Field, in which caval- to films about historical subjects (bringing
[editor’s note: Peterloo is streaming on Amazon]
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us backstage with Gilbert and
Sullivan in Topsy-Turvy [1999];
portraying an abortionist in the
1950s, before the procedure was
legal, in Vera Drake [2004]; tangling to understand the visual
splendor of late J. M. W. Turner
paintings in Mr. Turner [2014]),
Peterloo seems a surprising
departure. Here, working with
the biggest budget in his career
($18 million, still awfully low by
Hollywood standards, but a lot
for Leigh), he creates a serious,
even somber epic memorialization of a dramatic tragedy in
British working-class history. In
interviews, Leigh has insisted
that his making of Peterloo—its
release timed to match the bicentennial of the massacre—was
intended to draw attention to a
moment in working-class British
history too little remembered or
too quickly passed over.
Peterloo opens on a different
-loo altogether than the one its
title enshrines: on the battlefield
of Waterloo in 1815, the closing
act of the long revolutionary
and Napoleonic wars that enmeshed Britain and France for
over two decades after France’s
revolutionary regime beheaded
its king. Amid the confused carnage and wreckage of the battle’s closing moments, we watch
a dazed and confused young
British bugler blink and bumble
about the ravaged landscape,
occasionally tooting out a feeble
bugle call. Over the course of the
film’s opening exposition, sandwiched amid scenes of Parliament commemorating the Duke
of Wellington’s triumph (with
a hefty stipend of ₤750,000), of
AUG / SEPT 2020
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Times, aptly notes that “Peterloo has the
sweep of Tolstoy and the bustle of Dickens.”
The Tolstoy shows in sweep and range, the
leaps from dirty streets and factory floors to
royal suites and halls of Parliament, and as
the workaday life of Manchester’s working
well in the masses of the film, the deep range
class, and of cabinet officials and military
of characters (some four dozen named charbrass worrying about seditious tendencies in acters in the cast list, a rich mix of fictional
the North, we then follow the bugler’s long
creations and actual historical figures) and
trudge back home to Manchester, where he
the massed crowds of extras. But Scott continarrives in a weepy, war-stunned near cataues: “It’s crowded with noble, villainous and
tonia (and where we finally learn at least his
comical characters: police spies and magisfirst name: Joseph). He again dons his redtrates; radical firebrands and anxious liberals;
coat uniform—by then rather the worse for
pompous officials and plain-spoken workers;
wear—near the film’s end as he joins his fam- servants, tradesman, gossips, thugs and chilily and thousands of other reform-demanding dren…. Every one carries a spark of individworkers as they gathered in St. Peter’s Field
uality. Every voice and face is something to
to hear radical Henry Hunt (“Orator Hunt,”
remember.”
as he was popularly known), The massacre
Indeed, both the film’s greatest strengths
that followed led period journalists to coin
and weaknesses seem quintessentially Dickthe sobriquet Peterloo.
ensian. Those characters, the deep sympaA.O. Scott, in his review in the New York
thies with working-class protagonists, the

Cavalry violently dispersed a peaceful demonstration for voting rights, killing some dozen demonstrators and wounding hundreds more, including
many women.
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carefully observed details of daily life constitute clear strengths; the melodramatics,
with their oh-so-clearly-marked villains
and good guys, the overdrawn caricaturing
of the former, the sentimentalization of the
latter, weaken the film. Leigh’s film sadly
lacks another Dickensian trait: a deeply
rooted sense of the comic, even in tragic
circumstances. Peterloo is an essentially
humorless film (since Leigh’s mockery of
the pretensions, facepaint, and funny hats of
the aristocracy hardly counts as real humor),
although perhaps the subject of a massacre
necessitates such an approach.
As Joseph’s character arc suggests, Peterloo
is bracketed (if we exclude a few somewhat
superfluous closing scenes) by battle scenes.
The Waterloo opening establishes ground
well: setting up the battle whose name will
be borrowed to rechristen the massacre (we
witness, in the film, a few of the reporters
on the scene inventing the label); introducing the working-class economic crisis that
defined the emerging reform movement in
early-industrial Manchester and surrounding Lancashire; and establishing as well the
threat of revolution that haunted Britain’s
ruling elites as they faced down demands
for reform in the early 19th century. And
the careful recreation of the massacre—the
troops swarming in on the crowd trapped
in that walls-on-all-sides square—provides
the film its climaxing setpiece. But over two
hours of film separate those two bursts of
violence, and what Leigh is up to in that
long interlude seems a somewhat different
project than his film’s title suggests.
The real business of the film is far more the
work of establishing context for the massacre. First, Leigh provides a close recreation
of working-class life in Manchester. You can
learn how machine weaving worked, and
sounded, in the early 19th century; how to
ink a press to produce a period newspaper;
how to make meat pies, and how these in
turn were bartered in the street markets
AUG / SEPT 2020
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of the city. Second,
Leigh offers a carefully calibrated depiction of the deep
gaps between the
rich and poor in early
19th-century Britain,
the yawning chasm
that separated what
Benjamin Disraeli
(novelist before he
was prime minister)
called in Sybil (1845):
“Two nations; between whom there is
no intercourse and no
sympathy; who are as
ignorant of each other’s habits, thoughts,
and feelings, as if
they were dwellers in different zones, or inhabitants of different planets; who are formed
by a different breeding, are fed by a different
food, are ordered by different manners, and
are not governed by the same laws.” In his
depiction, Leigh makes perfectly clear what
nation he sees as his own; there is no nobility in these nobles, no justice to be had from
these justices, no defense of the true nation
from these men with swords (only a single
cavalryman in the massacre scene, lamenting
“For shame! For shame! Forbear! The people
cannot get away” presents a sympathetic
voice).
But, most importantly, the film encapsulates
the competing rhetorics of radical reformers
and reactionary elites in the years after the
defeat of Napoleon. In all this reconstruction,
Leigh makes excellent use of historical sources (and a legitimate historical consultant, Jacqueline Riding, who had previously worked
with him on Mr. Turner; Riding also penned
the movie tie-in book about the events, Peterloo: The Story of the Manchester Massacre
[2018]). Many of the orations, editorials, and
bits of correspondence in the film come from
primary sources. Even the sad song one im-

poverished weaver
sings, detailing
the deprivations
the weavers suffered while insisting “But the sun
will shine on the
weavers again,”
is original, even if
not identified in
the film’s credits or
soundtrack recording; “The New
Song in Praise of
the Weavers” was,
Katrina Navickas
notes, the work of
“J. Simon, a Manchester shoemaker,” published in
1815, the year of Waterloo (in Robert Kirk,
Andrew Noble, and Michael Brown, eds.,
United Islands?: The Languages of Resistance
[2012]).
Leigh amply illustrates both sides of the
debates, moving from the halls of Parliament to the taverns where radical reformers
met (with, ever, an obvious spy hovering
at the back of the crowd), from the drawing rooms where ruling elites laid out their
plans to the newspaper offices where editorial writers honed their responses. Reformers make their demands. They wanted an
end to the Corn Laws, passed by Parliament
in that fateful year of 1815, which imposed
tariffs on imported grains; the taxes worked
to the benefit of Britain’s landed elites, but
at the expense of its urban population, and
especially its hungry workers. They insisted on fuller parliamentary representation
for Manchester, a city whose population
had been swelled by industrialization and
urban growth, but who were represented
in Parliament by the same number of men
as in centuries past. And they demanded,
in a time in which only the amply propertied could vote, universal male suffrage

Clearest, perhaps, is the
divide between middleclass reformers and
working-class radicals.
Given Mike Leigh’s
long-established
sympathies, the radicals
hold the advantage.
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(even among the membership of
the Manchester Female Reform
League, there is oddly not a single
voice calling for votes for women;
it is as if Mary Wollstonecraft had
not penned her Vindication of the
Rights of Women just a few decades
before). Among the elites in London,
all such calls were labeled sedition,
tainted with the revolutionary stain
of recent events in France, in need
of control.
In capturing these voices, Leigh is
hardly even-handed. Unsurprisingly, given Leigh’s long-established
sympathies, the radicals hold the
advantage, both in screen time and
favorable representation. Even the
rhetorical pitch favors the radicals;
contrast, say, one reformer’s call
(“We are on the brink of the dawn
of liberty…. We have it in our power to begin the world over again”)
with the miserable ripostes of reaction (“It is our Christian duty to
bring the axe down on their riotous
souls”), and it is clear which side we
should be on.
Even as Leigh underlines the divisions on both sides, his favoritism
is clear. Among the ruling elites, the
debate and divisions are of a limited
sort: should the crowd be dispersed
before Orator Hunt speaks, or after?
But among reformers, the divisions
are more fully articulated. Reformers
share a common language of “natural
rights” and opposition to “tyranny.”
They all know their Locke and their
Milton. But on the details the differences become evident.
Clearest, perhaps, is the divide
between middle-class reformers
and working-class radicals. This is
partly a matter of sheer language;
when Mary Fildes, president of the
Manchester Female Reform Society,
AUG / SEPT 2020
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intones her call for
reform—“We have
reviewed for a considerable time past the
apathy and frequent
insult of our oppressed
countrymen by the
borough-mongering
aristocracy. And in
order to accelerate the
emancipation of our
suffering nation, we
do declare that we will
assist the male union in
this town … in obtaining the object of our
common solicitude”—a

You can learn how
machine weaving
worked in the early
19th century, how to
ink a press to produce a
period newspaper; and
how to make meat pies.

John-Paul Hurley, Ian Mercer, Rory Kinnear
and Neil Bell in Mike Leigh’s historical drama
‘Peterloo.’ Simon Mein/Amazon Studios
British director Mike Leigh brings to life one
of the bloodiest and darkest episodes in British
social history, the infamous Peterloo Massacre
of August 16, 1819.
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working-class
woman auditor
complains, “I don’t
understand a word
you’re saying.” And
sure, we can see her
point. But the “object
of our common solicitude” is, in fact, less
common than Fildes
presumes.
For the radical
working-class reformer, male suffrage
is the central and
all-consuming goal,
as an instrument toward genuine transformation of the social as
well as political order. As John Saxton asserts
at one meeting: “When the pimps of authority deny a man suffrage, they deprive him all
security for his life, liberty, and property….
We have it in our power to begin the world
over again.”
For middle-class reformer John Knight, on
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We must punish
our mad king and
his gluttonous
offspring by
taking off their
heads.

the other hand, while “one
man, one vote” suffrage is
on his list of demands (near
the bottom), redistribution
of parliamentary seats tops
his list: “The division of the
kingdom of England into
equal parts; these parts to
equal the number of representatives.” That benefits
Manchester, but not necessarily Mancusian workers,
and it promises a less thorough social transformation.
The two groups may share some common
ground (both oppose the Corn Laws, for
example, and hope for some sort of relief of
economic distress in the region), but their
differences are also clear.
Even among the working class, however,
there are divides over both ends and means.
For some, like Samuel Bamford, parliamentary
representation is the end: “borough reeves and
constables are supposedly there to protect our
interests and to keep the peace, but in truth they
turn a blind eye to transgressions and iniquities
that blight all our lives, all the while feathering
their own nests, and hindering the common
man. And what is our national Parliament but
the same affliction on a grander scale? The
sooner we can represent ourselves in all matters
of local and national interest, the sooner we
can return to our work with dignity.” For such
aims, petitioning (another new word Robert
learns through the course of the film) provides
the means to redress.
Others have more radical intentions. John
Johnston, channeling Interregnum thought
(back when a bad king got beheaded),
French Revolutionary ideas (another headless king), Biblical prophetic voice, and a bit
of classical reference for good measure, best
represents the extreme position. As he tells
the group that is beginning militia drills on
the field outside town: “No longer will our
blood, sweat, and toil line the pockets of the
avaricious aristocracy and the landlords.
AUG / SEPT 2020

No longer will the curdled screams of starving
children echo through
the streets of Manchester
and beyond. Our French
Brethren have shown the
way. We must punish our
mad king and his gluttonous offspring by taking
off their heads. I declare
to that God that gave me
being, that superintends
my actions, that one day
I must give an answer to
whatever I do on this earth, that whenever it
lies within my power I will strike them down.
And, if I cannot effect it, I hope the women
of this great nation will tear them limb from
bleeding limb like the maenads of Mount
Cithaeron. Arm yourselves.” While Orator
Hunt’s insistence that no weapons appear at
the rally in St. Peter’s Field postpones any
such reckoning, the sprinkling of liberty caps
and French-language banners, proclaiming
“Liberté, égalite, Fraternité,” suggest that
Johnston’s is not the sole voice reflecting such
views.
Those divisions, however, would not matter
in the end: at Peterloo. Leigh presents a careful and magisterial recreation of the event, a
grueling dozen minutes of screen time from
the beginning of the cavalry’s intervention
to the last fall of a sword (after an even more
extended twenty-five minutes of gathering
crowds). Oddly, however, he offers nothing
about the massacre’s legacy, either immediate (the number of deaths and wounded;
the arrest and imprisonment for sedition of
most of the named leaders; the role of those
name-checked reporters from London, Liverpool, and Leeds in spreading the story) or
in the longer term. One must look elsewhere
to learn that it would be over a dozen years
before representation for Manchester was
redressed, not until 1846 that the Corn Laws
would be abolished, nearly another century
before universal suffrage was enacted.
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he NRA brands anyone who
doesn’t share their views as
a “Fudd,” a play on Bugs
Bunny’s nemesis Elmer
Fudd. “They get very upset at those
who don’t support the right to own
every kind of weapon,” says Frank
Smyth. “The fact is, I’m a paradox:
I’m a Fudd, because I’m comfortable
with gun control; yet I own a very
non-Fudd gun, the Glock-19.”
It’s not a weapon he’s ever used
outside of a gun range, but if
anyone’s heard their fair share
of shots ﬁred in anger in dodgy
spots the world over while investigating human rights violations,
arms traﬃcking and extremism,
it would be Frank Smyth. I ﬁrst
met Smyth in 1997, and after
just a decade into journalism, he
was already the stuﬀ of legend.
Perhaps “the youngest old Central America hand” in the late
1980s before he left El Salvador to
cover the ﬁrst Gulf War, Smyth
was thought by many to have been
killed at the hands of Iraqi Baathist
cadre after he disappeared in northern Iraq in early 1991 on assignment for CBS News radio in the
waning days of the ﬁrst Gulf War.
Smyth had in fact been captured
and hauled to Abu Ghraib, then
under the grisly management of
Saddam Hussein. Released after
deft, behind-the-scenes international negotiations, Smyth’s subsequent account in the Village Voice
of a harrowing ordeal - including
witnessing the summary execution
of a colleague, and being forced to
listen to the continuous torture of
fellow prisoners in the infamous
Iraqi prison - was justly nominated
for a Pulitzer Prize.
Since then, whether it’s been for
RYDER

publications like The Nation, The Economist,
The Progressive, The Washington Post to Automobile and Open Road - or for non-governmental organizations like Human Rights Watch
and the Committee to Protect Journalists - his
yen for investigative conﬂict reporting has taken
him everywhere from Africa (East, and the Horn)
to the Middle East to Latin America. In 1994, he
caught the arming by the French government of
the Rwandan military before all hell broke loose in
Rwanda; his reports for Human Rights Watch
and The New Republic on the genocide remain
key contextual documents for understanding how
that tragedy unfolded. In addition to being among
the handful of Washington journalists who’d been
gathering string on Osama Bin Laden and al
Qaeda well before anyone knew who they were, his
expertise on Iraq made him a savvy analyst of last
decade’s Quagmire-on-the-Euphrates. His continuous and courageous work on Latin American human rights investigations has sometimes so antagonized banana republic dictators that he’s found
himself pioneering new genres of journalism borne
out of necessary ﬂights to safety. (His unique
melding of automotive considerations, investigative reporting and conﬂict correspondence in
1993’s “Fleeing Guatemala: A White Mitsubishi
Montero’s Midnight Run From a Death Squad”
for Automobile still enjoys a quiet cult following
among war reporters and gearheads
Smyth isn’t just a globetrotting ﬁeld reporter.
More-or-less Washington, DC-based since the
1990s, Smyth has also been an able investigative chronicler for years of the National Riﬂe
Association. After winning a Society of Professional Journalists award for his 2013 “Unmasking the NRA’s Inner Circle” in Mother
Jones, Smyth decided to undertake a book-length
investigative exhumation of the NRA’s history.
Released earlier this year just as Covid-19 was
hitting its stride, The NRA: The Unauthorized History has been receiving it’s fair share
of deserved praise from critics (variations of
phrases like “scrupulously researched,” “authoritative,” “balanced” abound). In the wake of
New York Attorney General Letitia James ﬁling
suit to dissolve the New York-chartered NRA
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THEIR FAIR SHARE OF

SHOTS FIRED IN ANGER

IN DODGY SPOTS THE
WORLD OVER WHILE

INVESTIGATING

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS,

IT WOULD BE
FRANK SMYTH

on August 6th after a lengthy investigation
into allegations of massive internal fraud and
embezzlement by the NRA’s key oﬃcers, The
NRA: The Unauthorized History is the stuﬀ
of the indispensable.
In addition to being a veteran investigative reporter, Smyth also operates Global Journalist Security,
a consultancy that trains journalists and NGO
workers in safety and security practices before
they deploy to conﬂict zones. (The work is as much
calling as a job to the trauma survivor, who’s also
been a compassionate collegial peer counselor to
other journalists and NGO types who’ve come out
of conﬂict zones psychically wounded.) Recent
months have found Smyth uncharacteristically
static, however: Courtesy the Covid-19 crisis, since
March he’s been sheltering-in-place at an in the
New York tristate area, where he spoke to The Ryder from on August 8th about the NRA.
An NRA member himself – “In 1993, when I
was investigating cocaine traﬃcking and the
Guatemalan military, I decided it was best to buy
a weapon legally and learn to use it properly, and
NRA instructors are, by and large, state-of-theart trainers who promote best practices – I don’t
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think there’s anyone better in ﬁrearms instruction that an NRA Certiﬁcation Team” – Smyth
is an echo of bygone era of NRA membership that
simply wanted to promote good safety, sportsmanship and conservation. “The modern NRA
has become a bona ﬁde extremist movement,” he
says. “There’s a dynamic that occurs in organizations that once an agenda gets set, no one
rises up in it without being radical, and things
tend to get more radical, not less. Besides trying
to rewrite their own history as a ‘civil rights
organization,’ they’ve attempted to rewrite the
history of Reconstruction, falsely claiming the
NRA stood with freed slaves, which is a complete fabrication, as is what they’ve tried to do
with the Holocaust, claiming that gun control

IN 1993, WHEN I WAS INVESTIGATING

COCAINE TRAFFICKING

AND THE GUATEMALAN MILITARY,

I DECIDED IT WAS BEST

TO BUY A WEAPON LEGALLY

AND LEARN TO USE IT PROPERLY.
was a factor in the murder of millions. These are
things that make for an extremist organization
– but not the only thing. The other thing that
makes them extremist is a lack of transparency
and checks and balance. And I don’t see any sign
or any indication of any pursuit of moderation.”
THE RYDER: You have a reputation for dogged
investigative reporting. How did you apply that to
doing a history such as this one?
FS: When I did my Masters in international studies at SAIS (Johns Hopkins
University’s School of Advanced International Studies in Washington, DC), one of
the things I learned is the way to analyze
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any particularly group or actor or official
is to analyze them on their own terms,
not your own terms. So I obtained all the
NRA’s magazines and archival material
going back over a century-and-a-half. (I
obtained them the old-fashioned American way – buying them on eBay. I now
have one of the largest private collections
of NRA magazines.) The most important
documents were vintage copies of Arms
and the Man, the NRA publication that
was the antecedent to the modern American Rifleman, and then the American Rifleman itself.
I went through almost every one, read all
the editorials and anything remotely political to get a sense of how the NRA has
changed over the course of its existence,
and how much the modern leadership
tries not to admit how much it’s changed.
They’ve created a new origin story and
they don’t want anyone to know that what
they refer to, in their internal lore, as the
Cincinnati Revolt in 1977 happened. Up
until that point, not only had the NRA
been primarily about sport and conservation, but it also had a measure of transparency and accountability. Every year in
the American Riﬂeman, they’d publish the
annual ﬁnancial report - a real report, not
a sanitized version.
This all changed beginning in 1977, when
the NRA had its annual convention in
Cincinnati. Some of its members had
been radicalized by the 1968 Gun Control Act, passed in the wake of assassination of Robert F Kennedy and Martin
Luther King. They believed that that law
was more than an inconvenience, and
allegedly violated rights of gun owners.
They plotted to take over. Harlon B Cater
had been chief lobbyist until he created
enough strife that he was forced out in
1976. But in 1977, he paired with Neal
Knox, one of the most widely-read, progun journalists within the gun publish-
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ing industry. And he
managed to use his
columns to direct NRA
members, and have
them arrive at annual
meeting in Cincinnati
in 1977.
THE RYDER: This is the
moment where the NRA
changes overnight, courtesy a convention-ﬂoor coup
whose coordination was not
unlike that of Paul Manafort
and Jim Baker’s working
the GOP convention ﬂoor
in 1976 on Gerald Ford’s
behalf, and Manafort and
Roger Stone’s takeover of
the College Republicans at
their 1977 convention in
Memphis.
FS: That’s a very good
point. And though
I’ve seen no evidence
of any coordination
between those camps
– the Republican right
and the Cincinnati
Revolt - at the time,
they certainly merged
later. But what Carter
and Knox did in 1977,
that was a major feat.
It was a well-plan ned
parliamentary procedure strategy to launch
a coup in NRA. They
had their own men out
in the audience, over
500 people with walkie-talkies, so they could
direct their followers
how to vote. Knox
knew the NRA bylaws
by heart. Old Guard
AUG / SEPT 2020

Frank Smyth was thought by many to have
been killed at the hands of Iraqi Baathist
cadre after he disappeared in northern Iraq.

leaders who survived
the carnage at the
convention would
be slowly but surely
picked oﬀ one by one
afterwards.

The NRA has never
been the same since.
To give you an idea
of how palpable the
Cincinnati Revolt was,
Wayne LaPierre, the
NRA’s longtime executive vice president, in a
column last year, referenced Harlon Carter
and how much he’d
learned from him. He
wanted to burnish his
credentials as if to say,
“I’ve been here almost
since the revolt, I joined
one year late – I’m
nearly one of the originals.” So what it shows
is that they’ve ignored
all the other leaders but
still revere Carter.
THE RYDER: Harlon
Carter was a former Border
Patrol oﬃcer/INS oﬃcial
from Texas and American
Riﬂeman contributor before
holding elected oﬃce in the
board from 1951 onwards
who really changed the
NRA overnight, correct?
FS: He was the organization’s top lobbyist
who, after the 1977
revolt, became the
organization’s executive vice president
until 1985. He’s an
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The Wayne LaPierre
investigation poses a real
existential threat to the NRA.

interesting ﬁgure. He managed to keep
secret for ﬁfty years the fact that he shot
and killed an Hispanic boy along the Texas border, was convicted of that murder,
served time, and later had it overturned
on appeal. He was born Harlan changed
it to Harlon after that, and managed to
keep that secret for 50 years. In 1981 the
New York Times revealed he was who he
was. Despite that he didn’t leave the NRA
and his post until 1985. In fact, he’s the
only NRA leader of any area whose likeness is on display in bronze bust inside
the NRA’s National Firearms Museum in
Fairfax, Virginia.
THE RYDER: You’ve been investigating the NRA
for years. Was there anything else that surprised
you while working on the book?
FS: Yes – including the fact that the NRA, for
the ﬁrst 50 years of its existence, made no
mention of gun rights, or the Second Amendment, or anything remotely related to those
concepts. It was only in 1922 the NRA in an
editorial in Arms and the Man, the antecedent to the American Riﬂeman, ﬁrst raised the
issue of gun rights, speciﬁcally about a new
York state law passed in 1911, that the author
thought had the potential to limit right of gun
owners. Mentioned in the same editorial are
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THEY DIDN’T CARE

THEY ONLY
ABOUT BAMBI

CARED ABOUT

GUN RIGHTS

concerns about the Bolshevik Revolution,
which outlawed civilian ﬁrearm ownership in
Russia. That was the ﬁrst mention. The second mention doesn’t come until decades later,
until 1952. The 1911 editorial was remarkable,
because it showed how far back the roots
of the Cincinnati Revolt went, even if they
weren’t very deep at the time. I mean, I found
an editorial in a 1936 American Riﬂeman from
during the re-election campaign of FDR that
said, “Pay attention to politics this year, Mr.
Shooter – but keep your discussion of a high
plane and be civil. There’s no reason to break
up a good gun club over a bum political argu-
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ment.” That’s so diﬀerent from
what the NRA is today, always
speaking over someone and
launching ad hominem attacks
that have become the norm.

I was also surprised to learn
how green the NRA was in the
late 60’s and 70s, concerned
about elephant habitats in
Kenya, looking at wildlife
conservation practices for
the Mexican grizzly bear, the
Mexican jaguar, the Mexican
wolf - and celebrating the ﬁrst
anniversary of Earth Day!
They were coming out against
using helicopters to shoot
polar bears, and form removing polar bears as trophies
because it’s not sporting. And
an editorial around the same
said it might make sense to
tax ammunition to fund conservation! The board today
would never support that. All
these things that were green
and ecological – they were
even talking about pollution
contaminants in the atmosphere, as that poses threat not
just to wild life but human life.
You could think you might be
reading stuﬀ from the Sierra
Club and Friends of the Earth.
But this is exactly what infuriated the hard liners. They
didn’t care about Bambi - they
only cared about gun rights.
The other thing that surprised me was after the Cincinnati Revolt, looking at old
articles about shooting, about
the best hunting riﬂe to give
to your son, all things that
are quite admirable and that
I have an aﬃnity for – I have
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no antipathy towards ﬁrearms – but after
the Cincinnati Revolt, this all changed.
Instead of those articles, it’s become ‘how
to hunt deer with a handgun,’ including a Magnum. The old NRA was about
not shooting wildlife gratuitously – yes,

THE NRA

HASN’T BEEN THE SAME

SINCE THE
CINCINNATI

REVOLT
IN 1977

you hunted, but how to hunt a deer with
a handgun, a Magnum, no less, is ridiculous, and not especially sporting. But
that’s what came out of the aftermath of
the Cincinnati Revolt. Articles about going in on horseback to wilderness area to
hunt game were replaced with articles on
using four-wheel drive vehicles to hunt.
That also surprised me.
THE RYDER: It’s hard to conceive of the NRA
of today as ever having been anything diﬀerent.
What was it like before 1977?
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FS: I want people to know how incredibly admirable the NRA was for
most of its history. One of the NRA’s
two co-founders was William Conant
Church, a journalist for a number of
papers including the New York Times,
and one of the founders of New York
Metropolitan Museum of Art. During
the first few years of the Civil War, he
left journalism to become a brevet lieutenant colonel, and was recruited to
found and run a new military magazine
called The Army and Navy Journal. The
journal changed names but ended up as
the longest-running military journal in
the nation. He became one of the most
remarkable military writers and publishers of his age. He knew something about
warfare - he was also slightly wounded
in the Civil War - and he was very argumentative with other union commanders who he thought were not providing
good leadership until Grant became
supreme commander. Church very much
supported Grant.
The other co-founder was George Wood
Wingate, a New Yorker who served in
the Civil War. He eventually became a
leader in the New York National Guard.
These two men got together and formed
the NRA because they were appalled at
the lack of riflery skills, as they called
it, by Union soldiers during the Civil
War who were commanded by officers
more interested in having troops march
in formation than having troops shoot
straight. They were concerned about.
They were concerned about wars in
Europe, and they wanted to make sure
America was prepared, so they created the NRA to improve sharpshooting,
marksmanship. So that’s why it was
founded. The notion of gun rights had
nothing to do with it.
THE RYDER: You’ve mentioned your particular
RYDER

shooting range in Queens or their Broadway headquarters.

The NRA labels its opponents as “Fudds.” We’re not
sure that Bugs and Daﬀy would agree.

On Reconstruction, as it so happens
Church wrote a book on Grant that’s an
exhaustive study of Grant and his times,
and its details about the suffering and
violence endured by freed slaves – and
he makes no mention of anyone coming to the aid of freed slaves, including
the NRA, even though he talks about
the suffering and killing with impunity
throughout the south after the war of
African-Americans. Sometimes you have
something called historical revisionism,
when a scholar based on new evidence
puts out an alternative narrative and
scholars debate whether it’s credible, it’s
all part of the process of writing history – and sometimes the revision sticks .
What the NRA did in claiming the NRA
helped freed slaves isn’t historical revisionism – its historical fabulism. I know
“fabulism” is a word not quite accepted
by Webster ’s, but this is what it is – historical fabulism, fabulist invention.

vexation at the NRA’s attempts at sleight-of-handing THE RYDER: By contrast, the New York Athistory and other characterizations…
torney General’s ﬁling to dissolve the NRA for
years of gross internal corruption – replete with
FS: Right at the start of Obama second
term, and right after Newtown, they start- records of LaPierre and others spending millions of NRA dollars on private planes, yachts,
ed making some interesting claims. They
luxury gifts for friends and family, all to the
started to call themselves a civil rights
organization, if not “one of the oldest civil tune of an aggregate $64 million dollars – does
not seem to be the stuﬀ of invention.
rights organizations,” when civil rights
had nothing to do with its founding or its
FS: When you read the lawsuit you see tens
activities. In 2017 LaPierre, wrote a colof millions of dollars that have has been
umn essentially saying “those who call
embezzled and misdirected for personNRA racist don’t know its history; we’ve
al enrichment of four current and former
always stood up for minorities.” Allen
oﬃcers including LaPierre, the former chief
West wrote a piece for the Conservative
ﬁnancial oﬃcer and the current general
News Service in 2018 where he laid out
counsel. In addition the attorney general
that the NRA stood with freed slaves to
for New York has also stated that the NRA’s
secure their second amendment rights,
board of directors have failed in their duties
and he said the same thing in Minneapofor oversight on salaries, ﬁnances, failed to
lis in 2019. This is a complete fabrication
audit and monitor their own business. She’s
- the early NRA didn’t get past their own
making the accusation that seems credible
AUG / SEPT 2020
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that there has been has misuse of money,
of dues of members own money, to enrich
themselves - and the thing to keep in mind
is that these allegations came into the public light not because of anything James did,
but because of a faction inside the NRA that
began leaking accusations to the Wall Street
Journal about lavish spending by LaPierre.
This would be the Oliver North of Iran-Contra infamy faction, which also includes the
likes of the sometimes crude Ted Nugent
and Allen West - unlikely whistleblowers
but whistleblowers nonetheless. Now that
Letitia James has complied more ﬁndings
into a much larger body of accusations, so I
think this poses something I don’t think it’s
hyperbolic to say – a real existential threat
to modern NRA.
THE RYDER: More existential than anything
anyone else has done going up against the NRA
to date?
FS: It is surprising on some level that this
existential threat is coming from responses to gun violence – I think many of us
though that the Sandy Hook tragedy of
mostly killing grade-school children would
constitute an existential threat to the organization, it certainly seemed like that at the
time, and then the Parkland shooting also
seemed like an existential threat. I think
that threat still remains, but hasn’t been
successful to date either. One of the reasons
the NRA has been so successful is, they’re
the largest single-issue lobby in the US,
ideologically-driven and attacking candidates who are not strong on gun rights.
The gun reform movement hasn’t been
successful because while it’s had generous
private donors like Michael Bloomberg,
it’s been lacking public support and organization on par with the NRA. There’s a
guy I know who blogs who, though still
pro-NRA, is also critical of the NRA, has
historically noted that while the NRA
has bona ﬁde grass roots, the gun control
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I WAS SURPRISED

TO LEARN HOW
GREEN THE NRA WAS
IN THE LATE 60’S AND 70S,

CONCERNED ABOUT
ELEPHANT HABITATS

IN KENYA, LOOKING AT

WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION

AND CELEBRATING
THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY

OF EARTH DAY!

movement has Astroturf. That’s started to
change recently, ﬁrst with Sandy Hook a
bit, and then really seriously in the wake of
Parkland. Today you literally have a gun
control grass-roots element that did not
exist before what it is now.
But this threat is coming from the Attorney General of New York, and this is
different. And not necessarily surprising.
The NRA was relatively scandal-free for
its first fifty years of so – in 1890, it did
run out of money for a decade, but its
first real scandal was in 1925, when the
secretary of the organization had accumulated tremendous power he was also
using to enrich himself and was dismissed. The organization then created
a new position – that of Executive Vice
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President, the office Wayne LaPierre now
occupies – and reorganizing the NRA so
no one executive officer would ever be
able to accumulate so much power, at
the same time implementing measures of
accountability and transparency.

But the Cincinnati Revolt and Harlon
Carter ended that era of transparency
and reform. I really don’t see how Wayne
LaPierre will survive this – the evidence is
overwhelming and he’s too culpable. The
other three oﬃcers are also quite culpable,
but he’s the linchpin. Fighting is certain
to erupt, whether or not the New York AG
succeeds. I don’t think LaPierre’s going
to survive. But that’s going to create a
power vacuum in the NRA, which means
we’re going to see long-term volatility in
the organization. The NRA could end up
becoming even more radical.
THE RYDER: I would imagine more than a few
NRA members regard LaPierre the way Trump’s
supporters regard Trump…
FS: That’s a very good point – most of the
rank-and-ﬁle do totally support LaPierre
the way the GOP rank-and-ﬁle supports
Trump – as long as he stands up for gun
rights, that’s all that matters, and as such
they’re willing to excuse a great many
things. But keep in mind that of the ostensible ﬁve million members of the NRA, only
7% of those eligible tend to vote in board
elections, which is only something you can
do if you’re a lifetime member of have been
a member for ﬁve consecutive years. And
those votes tend to be very activist and
more right-wing. Which, along with a board
that even NRA board members have compared to a Soviet-style Politburo, has made
the organization an ideologically-driven
one unresponsive to any concerns except
the gun rights agenda and ending practices
of ﬁnancial transparency – which is what
opened the door to massive corruption,
evidence the likes of which we saw this
AUG / SEPT 2020

past week we’ve never seen before. Letitita
James is making accusations that seem very
credible about the misuse of money, of oﬃcers using members’ dues to enrich themselves, and the failure of the NRA board and
its committees in their duties for oversight
on salaries, ﬁnances and audit and monitor
their own business.
THE RYDER: How would you describe the NRA
vis a vis race?
FS: Good question. The NRA has had
some level of diversity, but Blacks are few
and far between, and Latinos are almost
impossible to ﬁnd. (The NRA did, however, put a woman on board 20 years before
the National Press Club put a woman on
its board.) But back to race, the NRA did
hire African Americans in the 1970s, certainly not behind the rest of the nation,
even a step or two ahead of the times.

They’ve brought in some very professional
security types – they’re very buﬀ, they don’t
like to make conversation, I know because
I’ve tried – and they’ve been trained to
make sure there’s no presence of any extremist groups on the NRA ﬂoor. There are
Three Percenter shirts and gun rights shirts,
but you won’t see any racist literature.
They’ve done a very good job of keeping
those people out.

At the same time, recently they’ve lost
ground to gun groups that are in fact to the
right of NRA, including Gun Owners of
America, whose past leader has had regular meeting with white power groups. The
White House met with the leaders of some
of these other gun groups because they
wanted to make sure they were going to
support Trump in 2020, so the NRA is trying
to maintain its ground while not associating with white power groups – but they
are aware that white power is a sizable an
active part of the gun rights movement, and
trying to navigate it the best they can.
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A Pandemic Walk: July 9,2020
by Lynne Gilliat

This year, no more swimming until the sun rises
bright and hot through the trees;
memories arise as I walk the streets
somehow the misted white pines remind me
of early a.m.s in Mexico where beaches and
bird calls shared my time at this early hour.
Clacking my hiking pole I don’t see hanging
bougainvilla, but red bee balm and cut yards.
Few people run at Bryan Park today and only
one truck goes up the incline puttering away.
I turn left and see deer grazing quietly and one
runner and a ghost woman dressed in her white
robe picking up her paper. A fake yellow
Tiﬀany lamp lights up a room near a screened-in
porch. The third person, a dog walker in a red
nylon shirt passes me silently. In our masks, we
nod. Nice garden next and piles of mulch under
torn blue tarps reminds me of a building site in
a Peruvian train stop. This is a memory-morning
of sights, smells and a few folks out at 6a.m.
walking as usual: but it’s not.
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Atlas of a Brain on Skittles
by Mason Cassady
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BY JUSTIN CHANDLER

Fiction
2020

ISSUE

THE

Can fiction grapple
with, or even glimpse,
the vast and complex
realities of our lives?

RYDER

Greetings, dear reader, and
welcome to our 2020 Fiction Issue!
Your editor is writing to you from a present
that feels already past, perpetually layered
over with endless overhauls to our daily
lives and our understanding of reality. So
whether you’re reading this in September
of 2020 or 2040, I have to assume that life as
you know it is very different from life here in
this fleeting now.
There is so much going on! When the
stay-at-home orders were issued I remember
thinking that a silver lining in this awful
situation would be a bit more time to spend
on my writing. That didn’t happen, partly
because transitioning to teach online took up
more time. But also because I was humbled,
immobilized even, by the idea of making
meaning during (let alone about) a pandemic.
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At the end of May, when our submission
window was coming to a close and I had
begun reading through the stories, George
Floyd was murdered by Minneapolis
police. So while selecting work for this
issue I was also learning more about
systemic racism in the United States. I was
reading Michelle Alexander’s The New
Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of
Colorblindness, which argues that America’s
mass incarceration problem is actually
a new iteration of racialized slavery, the
inheritance of chattel slavery and Jim Crow.
I was reading Ibram X. Kendi’s How to be an
Antiracist, which makes the claim that we are
all either antiracist, and therefore actively
trying to dismantle white supremacy, or
we are racist. There is no in-between, no
neutral—that if you think you’re neutral,
you’re complicit. I was rereading Martin
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Luther King
Jr.’s “Letter
from a
Birmingham
Jail,” and
reminded that
the hatred and
indifference
that protestors
in 2020 are
met with
is the same
hatred and
indifference
that all those
forerunners
from the Civil
Rights Era had
to confront
as well.
And I was
also, finally,
protesting
and organizing too, trying to make my
commitment to something I care deeply
about more than just an academic pursuit.
And I still wasn’t writing. And I still am
not writing, at least not creatively. Partly,
there just isn’t time. Between the dissertation,
my administrative work as a graduate
student trying to protect our funding,
working with Black Lives Matter – Oxford
OH, and the wonderful opportunity to edit
The Ryder fiction issue, I’m not sure how to
devote any qualitatively significant amount
of time to the work of creating fiction. But
the other thing I’m struggling with lately
is whether there’s any point. I feel, still,
immobilized. How can fiction grapple with,
or touch, or even glimpse these vast and
complex realities?
One of the hallmarks of fiction is its close
attention to character consciousness. But I’ve
often wondered whether this might also be
fiction’s fatal flaw, that its very form mirrors

How do
you tell the
story of a
pandemic?

Of a divided
populace?

Of indifferent
or even
malevolent
elected
officials?
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the obsessive individualism that is one of
the fixtures of American identity. Fiction
is often most celebrated when it is most
individualistic, presenting an experience that
is unlike any other, equating privacy and
originality with authenticity. To me, fiction
seems uninterested, maybe incapable, of
presenting life as a truly collective exercise in
being, saying, and doing.
If that’s the case, how do you tell the
story of a pandemic? Of a divided populace?
Of indifferent or even malevolent elected
officials? Of money and its infectious
influence? How do you tell the story of
protest, of mass movements, of the vast
history of inequity that precedes them?
For that matter, how do you tell the story
of harm, of individual-based harms and
social harms? How do you tell the story that
history writes, day in and day out, on and
inside our bodies?
Writers like Harriet Beecher Stowe
and Upton Sinclair tried; their respective
departures from the literature of their day,
Uncle Tom’s Cabin and The Jungle, addressed
the systems of their times. But what happens
when an unprecedented flood of information
is coupled with increasingly abstracted
systems of oppression? How do you make
the intangible feel just as real to readers?
I don’t know the answers yet. Maybe I’ll
start writing again when I do. Or maybe
I’ll eventually decide that answering these
questions is not the job of art, although any
other job seems petty right now.
These are the concerns I was obsessing
over as I read this year’s fiction. So it’s no
wonder that the stories presented here, in
their own ways, feel like possible answers
to those questions. What I found in each of
these stories was an exploration of the ways
that large forces map onto individual lives,
an acknowledgement that life is structured
and rendered within the confines of the
broad strokes of history.
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STEPHANIE ANDREA ALLEN’s
“Moji” is a swift, shocking tale
that explores the intersections
of technology, social media,
authenticity, and embodiment,
wherein our main character, Murph,
discovers that the creation of a
new avatar may have profound
consequences.

On its surface, SHAYNE
LAUGHTER’s “We Lie, We Die” is
the story of a protracted divorce.
Dig deeper, and it is the story that
reveals the consequences, both
marital and global, of hypocrisy. Dig
further still, and it is a story of love
and hate, of coming to terms with
all that is outside and distinct from
oneself.

In MATT LUTZ’s “Valerie’s Foot
Thoughts,” readers follow the highly
sensitive Valerie as she goes about
an otherwise normal day. In the
process, Valerie explores seemingly
ordinary experiences understood
through mediums that offer the
potential for new ways of thinking
about thinking about and with the
world around us.
These six distinct stories were a pleasure
to read and an honor to accept for our 2020
fiction issue. It’s a year like no other, and I hope
that each of these stories offers you something
new—if nothing else, the pleasure of reading,
AUG / SEPT 2020

HARDY NALL JR.’s “Skate Like
Sonja Hanie” offers readers a story
of neighborhood hockey playing
youths and their number one fan.
But it is just as much a confrontation
between childhood innocence and
the ravages of war and time.

“Silele’s Baby” begins with white
American teachers in American
Samoa learning that president
Kennedy has been assassinated.
SHARON PUGH’s story follows our
narrator’s thoughts and actions in
the aftermath of the assassination
while at the same time allowing the
islands and their citizens to become
characters of importance as well.

And in JENIFER RAVER’s “Café B,”
our narrator, struggling through
marital issues against the
backdrop of an ex-pat community
in Singapore, navigates a subtly
charged conversation with an
elusive paramour while confronting
the growing recognition of her own
self-deceptions.
the opportunity to briefly step away from
the endless barrage of information and
to think newly and differently about the
world. That, I’m just now reminded, is
one of the other hallmarks, and gifts, of
literature: to pull us away from the world
as we know it and, ideally, return us to that
world with the capacity to experience it
anew. I hope you find that here.
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Skate
Like
Sonja
Henie
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SONNY KNEW WHAT HIS
MOTHER MEANT BY THAT. THIS
WAR HAD NOT KILLED MRS.
FLEENER DIRECTLY, BUT SHE
HAD DIED BECAUSE OF IT.

hen Sonny
was a boy,
most of the kids
had skates. They
were not fancy in-line wheels
mounted on fancy boots, like
kids have today. They were just
plain steel roller skates, with four
ball-bearing wheels to the skate,
a leather strap to go around your
ankle, and a key to tighten the
cleats around the sole of your
shoe. If you wore shoes without
hard soles, you could use
another strap, or a short piece of
rope, to hold the skate onto the
lower part of your foot, but cleats
were best.
One end of the key loosened
the nut that allowed you to
lengthen or shorten the skates to
fit each foot, and the other end
allowed you to tighten the cleats
onto the toe area of your shoe
sole. Most kids treasured their
skate key, and they wore it on a
piece of string around their neck.
You never knew when a skate
would loosen up on one shoe or
another, and you’d need your
key for a quick fix. Without a key
you were in trouble.
Sonny was a good skater,
and there were lots of street
hockey games on 40th Avenue,
in the vicinity of his house.
A tin can became the puck,
and a limb with a short turn
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became a good hockey stick.
In the summertime, most boys
in Sonny’s neighborhood had
skinned elbows and knees, and
bruises on their arms and legs
from street hockey. They took the
game quite seriously, and some
of them were very good skaters.
Good skaters could skate with
speed forward or backward,
maintain their balance while
hitting the can, or while being
bumped by another player. Such
skaters could “turn on a nickel,
stop on a dime, and give you
change for a quarter,” as folks
used to say.
Sometimes kids would gather
to watch a street hockey match,
especially if a number of the
‘good’ skaters were there. It was
not as popular as the basketball
games at the playgrounds in the
‘hood’ in later days, but they
sometimes drew a group of
watchers.
One watcher they could
always depend on was Mrs.
Fleener. She lived in one of the
houses along the flat area of the
street the boys most often used
for their games. She would sit on
her front porch swing and cheer
for the boys as they played. She
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SHE LIVED IN ONE OF THE
HOUSES ALONG THE FLAT
AREA OF THE STREET THE
BOYS MOST OFTEN USED FOR
THEIR GAMES. SHE WOULD
SIT ON HER FRONT PORCH
SWING AND CHEER FOR THE
BOYS AS THEY PLAYED. SHE
DIDN’T CARE WHO WON. SHE
ENJOYED THE SILKY-SMOOTH
FLOW OF SKATING AND THE
COMPETITION.

didn’t care
who won.
She enjoyed
the silkysmooth flow
of skating
and the
competition.
Mrs.
Fleener was
notorious
in the
neighborhood
for her laughter, and for her drinking habit.
The boys called her “the drunk lady” and
their parents told all kinds of stories about
Mrs. Fleener. She was a ‘damn Yankee’, for
one thing, with a funny northern accent.
She had moved down South with her
husband, when he was a pilot stationed at
Key Field. Her husband had been killed
very early in World War II, but Mrs. Fleener
had remained in the South.
Another rumor was that she invited
young boys into her house, but Sonny had
never seen that. After each street hockey
game, she did invite the boys up onto her
porch for cookies and lemonade, but that’s
as far as it ever went. It made a good story,
though.
One rumor among the boys was that
“Jimbo”, a kid who had moved away, had
been missing ever since he went into Mrs.
Fleener’s house. “You better not go into
that place, man,” one of the boys would
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say. “You’ll go
missing just like
Jimbo did.”
Her
lemonade was
always cold and
her cookies were
always warm, so
most of the boys
did go up on
Mrs. Fleener’s
porch after each
street hockey
match. They would punch each other in the
ribs and grin when she used one of those
northern words. Mrs. Fleener would laugh,
too, at their use of such words as “y’all”
and “yonder”. And the very idea that
anyone would actually “carry” someone
somewhere could lead that laugh into a
coughing fit.
For all her laughter, Mrs. Fleener
seemed a little sad to Sonny. She would
brag on how well the boys could skate,
and her frequent comment was, “You skate
like Sonja Henie.” Some of the boys had
heard of Sonja Henie, She was an Olympic
Champion from Norway, and one of the
finest woman skaters that ever lived. Mrs.
Fleener claimed to have seen her skate in
New York City, so being compared with
Sonja Henie was a great compliment for the
boys.
One day, to his shock and surprise,
Sonny heard his parents say that Mrs.
RYDER

Fleener had died. When Sonny asked about
her death, his parents said very little, except
that she had been dead for many days before
they found her. The postman had noticed a
bad smell, which he reported to the police.
Sonny thought that was very sad, not to have
anyone with you at such a time, and to lie
there for so long before anyone found you.
“Probably all that whiskey killed her,”
Sonny’s Dad said. Sonny’s dad didn’t believe
in drinking alcohol in any form, and he was
not bashful about saying so.
“They took her back up to Boston for
burial,” his mother added. “She was the
daughter of a very well-to-do family up
there, I guess. How sad for her,” Sonny’s
mother said with a shake of her head. “We
will never know how many lives this war
has broken.”
Sonny knew what his mother meant by
that. This war had not killed Mrs. Fleener
directly, but she had died because of it.
And it did mess up their street hockey for
a while. The boys were more interested in
sharing rumors about Mrs. Fleener’s death
than they were in playing street hockey. Most
stories said Mrs. Fleener had committed
suicide, but each story differed about just
how she had done it.
One story said she had stepped off a
chair and hung herself with a light cord.
Another said that she had drowned herself
in the bathtub. Several told of how she had
cut her wrists and bled to death. The boys
all shivered at the idea of such a death for
someone who had been so good to them,
but they kept on telling those stories among
themselves.
On one thing all the boys did agree. Their
era of cookies and lemonade was over. Their
biggest fan was gone. Each time they skated
by her front porch, the boys would look over,
as though expecting to see her there, just as
before, with a glass in her hand and laughter
in her voice.
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urph was annoyed to
She gave the eyebrows a little
no end that she had to
heft, not too much. The girls
create a new avatar just to
were getting ridiculous with
log into her new phone, but
this eyebrow craze. She didn’t
whatever. The app designers
want her moji to look like she
had gotten better at creating
had fuzzy caterpillars on her
more skin colors, hairstyles,
face.
and other ephemera that
“Hmmm, nose and
looked more like real people;
mouth,” Murph thought
so it wasn’t that bad, she just
aloud, tapping her finger on
didn’t want to have to keep
her chin. She would make the
doing it every time she got a
lips a little juicy, didn’t Black
new device. This wasn’t the
girls have big lips? She wasn’t
first time that Murph had
trying to be racist or anything,
created an avatar or moji
but weren’t thin-lipped white
designed to look like herself,
girls always trying to plump
but this time, she decided she
up their lips to look like
would do something different. theirs? So really, she’s just
This new avatar would
paying them a compliment,
be everything that Murph
right? Black girls don’t always
was not: skinny, drop-dead
have big noses, so the made
gorgeous, and Black.
the nose kind of normal-sized.
First, she picked out the
Nothing special, but she did
hair color. Murph had a thing
decide to add a nose ring. A
for gingers, so she picked out
cute little gold hoop in the
a nice shade of red, not Opie
right nostril.
Taylor or Carrot Top red, but
“That’s real sexy,” she
more like Juliette Moore red,
thought.
maybe a shade or two darker.
Normal ears, nobody cares
The little slider in the app
about those. Although she did
helped her to get it just right.
add some drop earrings with
Yeah, that was hot!
little dangly hearts on the
Next came
ends. Cute.
the eyes. Green
Murph
WITHIN
SECONDS
eyes were too
arrived
obvious, but
at the
MURPH REALIZED
what other
two most
THAT SOMETHING
color eyes
important
WAS WRONG.
did red-heads
features of
have? Blue,
her moji:
maybe? Hazel?
skin color
Yeah, that’s it. Hazel. Murph
and hairstyle. She sat back
wished she could add little
in her chair and thought to
golden flecks to them, but the
herself, “If I were really a
developers weren’t that good.
Black girl, what kind of skin
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would I want? Beyoncé, or Lupita?” Both
were beautiful, but Murph had learned
enough in her Black feminisms class to
know that Beyoncé looked more like a
white woman than a Black one, and if she
wanted to go full Black, she needed dark
skin. Lupita it is. Murph looked at her darkskinned moji with the red hair and wasn’t
sure if she liked that color combination, but
decided to go with it anyway. Did Black
people that dark have hair that red? She
wasn’t sure, but it didn’t matter. She was
the only person who would ever see it.
Now, for the hair. Murph knew that she
had to get this just right. Black girls were so

to look just like this.
Murph saved her moji and finished
the set-up on her new phone. She hit the
submit button and received a new message:
“Are you sure you wish to proceed? No
changes can be made to your moji once
your registration has been verified.” She’d
been able to edit her other mojis with no
problems, but she really liked this one, so
she figured it would be okay. She clicked
the finalize registration button and waited
for her phone to boot back up.
Within seconds Murph realized that
something was wrong. She looked up, and
in the mirror across from the chair where
she was sitting, she could see that
something about her was different.
Everything about her was
THIS WASN’T THE FIRST TIME
different. Her scalp felt tight and
THAT MURPH HAD CREATED AN
her and her head felt heavy. She
thought she felt something on her
AVATAR OR MOJI DESIGNED TO
on her back, but reasoned it must
LOOK LIKE HERSELF, BUT THIS
be her shirt, clinging to her body
from sitting for so long.
TIME, SHE DECIDED SHE WOULD DO
“My eyes must be playing tricks
SOMETHING DIFFERENT.
on me,” she thought, and got up to
take a closer look.
She slow-walked to the mirror,
creative with their hair and the developers
almost as if in a dream. Because this must
had added so many options that she didn’t
be a dream, right? Murph didn’t have red
know where to start. Cornrows or box
hair or hazel eyes or flawless dark brown
braids? Long weave or short and sassy
skin. She was a fat, pimply, blonde woman
pixie cut? Fluffy Afro or twists? Dr. Jenkins’
with prickly chin hairs and bad teeth. But
Black feminisms class really was coming in
now, now she was a goddess! She didn’t
handy; they’d learned about Black women’s know whether to be horrified or elated,
hairstyles, too. Murph finally decided on
but in an instant, she’d decided that her
long twists, they looked better with the
only real problem was how to explain to
red hair color than any of the other app
her roommate what had happened to her
options. Once she added a bit of make-up,
clothes, because Murph was currently
she’d be ready to log in. She settled on a
heading to her roomie’s closet to find
burgundy-ish lipstick, a swipe of sparkly
something to wear that would fit her new,
nude eyeshadow, a blur of the dark pink
svelte frame. She’d heard that Black girls
blush, and she was finished. To be perfectly
were magic, and she hoped that she was
honest, Murph thought her new moji was
about to find out.
gorgeous. If she was a Black girl, she’d want
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Valerie’s
Foot Thoughts
60
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I

t was on a Sunday that
of the genitalia—emotion and
Valerie found herself having libido, respectively.
a good think about things like
Now, ideation is liable to
this and that. Which is a typical
happen within any part of the
way for Valerie to begin her
body. It’s not just the brain,
week, as she finds it pleasurable
heart, and genitalia that do the
to get lost in contemplation
thinking. One might find oneself
on occasion. She pondered
thinking with their tummy or
from one thought to another,
their elbow or the backside of
in a willy-nilly sort of manner,
their knee. Each area with its
aimlessly ruminating on nothing
own degree of irrationality. And
in particular. She was thinking
each area with its own other stuff.
for thinking’s sake. Frivolously
And this other stuff is
considering. And as she indulged important. It’s the primal stuff.
in her reverie, Valerie’s ordinary
The soft core of our existence.
sense of perceived things, such
It’s the hidden energies that give
as a lamp or a billiard ball,
definition to our form. It’s our
or—more accurately—an actual
essence.
lamp or an actual billiard ball,
Valerie had uncovered some
became of no
enjoyable ideas
concern. Her
during her
NOW,
IDEATION
IS
extrospection
thinking session.
was gently
Some in her
LIABLE
TO
HAPPEN
displaced
shoulder, a few
by her day
WITHIN ANY PART from her spine.
dreaming.
She had a lot of
OF
THE
BODY.
The popular
thinking going
expressions
on in her heart
“to think with
(which isn’t
one’s heart” and “to think with
unusual, she’s a romantic). She
one’s genitalia” are often used to
had thoughts in her fingertips,
indicate when a thought process
spleen, and philtrum. A useless
is dictated by something other
notion or two in her appendix.
than our rational faculties. This
And a few randy musings in her
is because the head—with its
vagina. But the most remarkable
well-reasoned inhabitant, the
thoughts—the ones with the
brain—is deemed the rational
purest beauty, clarity, and
epicenter of the body. And so a
evocation—took place in her feet.
thought originating from any
These foot thoughts were
point other than the head is
quite astonishing, and anyone
inherently subject to a degree
would find great pleasure in
of irrationality. But this lack of
knowing them, but they can’t be
rationality is mitigated by the
delineated here. They lack any
addition of other materials, such
sort of reason. The feet are about
as—in the case of the heart and
as far as one can get from the
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brain and thus about the furthest one can
development is the same moment as its
get from rationality, so they are difficult to
conception. Any attempt to later reminisce
put into words. They elude language. But
on a foot thought results in nothing more
if one were to try to relate them, it might be
than a voided silhouette (and a good deal of
something like this:
frustration).
raaah bon tun, raaah bon tun, raaah bon
That night, having emerged from her
tun, keeeee ki keeeee ki, raaah bon ton, keeeee
introspection, Valerie brushed her teeth, put
ya. bituh vruum… vruuum. bituh vruum…
on her pajamas, and climbed into bed. But
vrumlch. vruuum… vrumlch. raaah bon
she found herself too bothered to sleep. The
tun, raaah bon tun, raaah bon tun, tungka ti
remnants of her foot thoughts, those empty
tungka… raaah bon tun tungka… slrhompt...
silhouettes, haunted her. She’d love to have
jrump… ririririri, slrhompt… jrump…
known with what exactly she had been so
ririririri… thrungobeenee tat. thrungobeenee
taken by earlier that day, as she could feel
tat. raaah bon tun, raaah bon tun raaah…
she had been privileged to moments of
raaah… raaah… rah.
perfect, lurid, beautiful cohesion, but what
Or something along those lines, but it
small fragments she had been able to retain
doesn’t do justice. The substance is drained
seemed to indicate nothing particularly
in the transcription. Still, any endeavor
phenomenal.
that brings one nearer—no matter how
Valerie’s husband, attuned to the
slight—to grasping Valerie’s foot thoughts
subtleties of her mood, picked up on her
is worthwhile because they really were the
frustration and asked, “Why is it that you’re
loveliest of thoughts. And so in the interest
so bothered, Honey?”
of understanding the parameters in which
She responded, choosing carefully each
these thoughts occurred, it’s advantageous
word, “the tiger fish on the governess’
to list some of the structural bracings of
fat balcony killed the two who cried for
foot-think:
tangerine sweets—or vlumtish rolls—and
1. A foot thought has a fetishistic quality.
the three who were—not exactly beset with
It is both arousing and repulsive, with
difficulties—but who hadn’t defecated for
different degrees of each depending on the
3 weeks because of the sprunkler sawhogs
person, but always in tandem.
and the governess’ order that came about
2. A foot thought is the purest form of
indisture to the hunglo times at the bottom
bizarre, opposing all logic
yet ever-alluring. It speaks
to our most primary way of
VALERIE’S HUSBAND, ATTUNED
being. In this way, it is a great
weakness, as no reason can
TO THE SUBTLETIES OF HER
console it.
3. Foot-thinking is fleeting.
MOOD, PICKED UP ON HER
It’s always in motion. Usually
FRUSTRATION AND ASKED,
in one direction, but on
occasion in a pacing manner,
“WHY IS IT THAT YOU’RE SO
and always with a slight
BOTHERED, HONEY?”
wobble; it has no ability of—
or use for—precision.
4. Its moment of fullest
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of Frank’s place.
“Well, it wasn’t because of that, but that
had happened, and at least the one with
juff-thuffs for pits couldn’t stop thinking
about the yellow-ness of it all. And there’s a
giraffe, or the giraffe is wenko. Like, it’s all
in the giraffe, and it’s all of the giraffe. It’s
made from it. But the giraffe doesn’t have
its hooves anymore. It’s a hytoop-tipuyhubo giraffe. And it’s nighttime, but in a
contradictory kind of way. Because it’s still
inside the hytoop-tipuy-hubo giraffe, which
doesn’t really have a nighttime to it.
“But it is nighttime. You see, the
swengthopisis are stretched out between
the town’s windows. And because it is so
late, and because he thought he could get
away with it, the wrong doctor turned a
faucet on, but it isn’t his faucet. He had no
right to do that. But he keeps yelling that he
has the authority because he can feel it in
his bone marrow when the faucet is turned
off, and it makes him uncomfortable. He
has an intrinsic fretupli bonsh to the faucet.
And, on the other side of the building, still
as yellow as before, the snow worms have
the lights on inside of them.”
Her husband sat for a moment, trying
to comprehend Valerie’s mess of words, a
few of which he was sure she had made up.
But he did give it an honest and thorough
attempt because he’s a patient man, and
he does love her, and if anyone would be
able to parse out what she meant, it would
be him. But, having tried and failed to
make any sense of it, he eventually replied,
simply, “what?”
Mistaking this for an expression of
understanding, Valerie touched her foot to
his. Caught off guard, he squirmed, “oh!”
Then he flexed his hips, lowered his voice,
and said, “oh.” He got an erection. Valerie
had been mistaken; he did not understand.
She felt a soft throb in her foot and an
emptiness in her heart.
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“L

ovely to see
you again,”
said Drew, and kissed
me on each cheek.
“Please sit,” he said
although I’d been the
one who had arrived
early and gotten our
table. “How have you
been?” Drew asked as
he held my gaze a little
too long.
“How was your
trip?” I asked without
answering him. He’d
gone to India for three
months to do research
for a magazine article.
Drew told people he
was a travel writer
but our mutual friend
Colin had told me Drew
hadn’t worked in years,
hadn’t needed to. A
trust fund meant he
could do anything he
wanted.
As always, Drew was
evasive. What he had
done and who he had
seen in India I couldn’t
tell you because he
didn’t tell me. Travel
was a safe topic and I’d
expected at least a good
half an hour devoted to
the trip but he seemed
almost bored recounting
his time in India.
After mentioning
the Taj Mahal, Drew
yawned and looked
around the restaurant,
or as much as he could,
given our location.

Rotten luck, that table.
Café B. didn’t take
reservations; it was first
come, first served and
the only available seat
had been a table hidden
behind a high column
– a perfect spot for a
clandestine meeting. I’d
told Drew I would meet
him at Café B. because
I wanted to meet
somewhere in the open,
so if anyone saw us
together and mentioned
it to Michael, I could
laugh and say, “Darling,
meet my boyfriend at
Café B.?”
The people who
lunched at Café B. were
mainly expat wives,
except for two or three
husbands who had been
roped into a meal of
rocket and pear salad
or hummus on ciabatta.
Then there were the
desserts, which were
always more substantial
than the entrees, though
I’d never cared for
sweets. What I went
to Café B. for was the
coffee, which was
spectacular. “The best in
town,” Drew had told
me, and it was true.
The last time I’d
been here was for lunch
with a new friend who
had recently moved to
Singapore. “Everyone’s
so dressed up,” she had
said, “and the jewelry!”
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I had laughed and nodded in agreement.
concluded, “if you do the math, that adds
The desserts weren’t the only sinful things.
up to less than three months.” I wondered
One of those baubles could have fed a small
if the girl had made the same calculation.
village in a neighboring country for half a
“What happened to Cassie?” I asked him
year.
now. He had dated Cassie, a singer, for the
But I felt sorry for all those women
better part of a year, a fact that violated his
dressed up and no one to show them a good three-month rule.
time, except perhaps Drew, who I sensed
“Oh, we’re still friends but she’s having
was more than happy to entertain any
a hard time with Elizabeth.” He was
number of Café B.’s customers while their
probably still sleeping with the Cassie
husbands were at work.
then. “It’s still in the early, early stages
“But what did you do all day in
India by yourself?” I asked as he
CAFÉ B. DIDN’T TAKE RESERVATIONS; IT WAS
stared at one of the young mothers
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED AND THE ONLY
bouncing a baby on her knee. He
AVAILABLE SEAT HAD BEEN A TABLE HIDDEN
didn’t answer so I pushed on with,
“Nothing you can repeat in polite
BEHIND A HIGH COLUMN – A PERFECT SPOT FOR
company?”
A CLANDESTINE MEETING.
He turned to me with a smile
and arched eyebrow. “Am I in
polite company?”
though.” Drew clasped his hands together
“Are you not in polite company?”
and brought them to his chest. He looked
I retorted, feeling at once amused and
positively gleeful, like my son Ned with a
affronted. Steady, Anna, I thought to
sweet.
myself.
“Elizabeth’s separated from her
Our waiter appeared and smacked
husband.”
the menus down in front of us. “I rest my
I thought of my own marriage. Michael
case,” said Drew, and we both laughed then
had retreated from me, and we’d not been
ordered. I asked Drew where he would go
together in months. I’d felt ashamed at
next; he told me about his plans to see Tibet, first and too embarrassed to discuss my
but he rushed through them as he’d done
situation with friends who all seemed
before and then quite abruptly he changed
to have picture perfect lives. That was
the subject. “I’ve met someone.”
Singapore; the women I knew had no
This was familiar territory. Drew always
qualms telling you what they spent on a
told me about the woman he was dating
couch or car but their mouths would settle
at that time so at first I wasn’t bothered by
into thin, grim lines at the mention of sex,
this line of conversation. Drew changed
especially the adulterous kind.
lovers like underwear. During our first
Later I grew angry; I was still relatively
lunch, he’d told me he’d never dated
young and a sexless marriage for the next
anyone longer than three months. “Three
thirty years seemed all too much. I had
months!” I’d cried and when I pressed him,
finally moved out of our bedroom into the
Drew confessed to dating a girl in college
children’s room, screaming at him before I
that had lasted almost a year. “But that’s
shut the door, “If you’re not going to sleep
only because we were in other cities and
with me, I won’t share a bed with you!”
saw each other once a month. So,” he had
In my calmer moments, I thought
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through the situation. Another woman?
voice, “It’s not like that.”
No, Michael was far too high-minded for
What is it like, I wondered. Drew had
that. Was he secretly gay and still coming
met Ned when he was one-year-old and
to terms with it? No, he never looked at
seemed charmed by him, but perhaps it had
men, or anyone, in that way. I tried to
been only me who was mesmerized by my
understand. He worked long hours and
son, so small and wondrous. It was easy to
traveled often but it wasn’t much different
lavish love on babies and children, all that
from other men in Singapore, and according love I could have given to Michael had he
to all that I’d heard, they couldn’t get
wanted it but his energies went to his work,
enough of it, especially from the local
and mine to our children. I don’t want to
ladies. No matter what I did though –
say that the children weren’t enough. But I
soothing words or harsh recriminations
felt a longing for something in addition, out
– we no longer did the one thing that
of reach.
was forbidden to do with
another, and I was tempted.
So I made lunch plans
with Drew. He had made
several passes at me over
the years, although nothing
too obvious, and I’d liked
him for that. His subtlety
meant I could read his
advances anyway I wanted,
and so we met for lunch
from time to time. I felt
flattered by Drew who
would tell me things about
myself, like how I seemed
so open, and that I wasn’t
like all the other expat
wives who turned up on
the shores of Singapore to
have their nails done and
to do lunch with the ladies.
Was Elizabeth one of those
women?
“She’s got four
children,” Drew said.
“Four!” I heard myself
exclaim a little too loudly.
DA N IE L L E K AY L U C A S g r a p h ic d e sig n st u dio
There must have been some
DA N IE L L E - K AY.COM
love then. “Have you met
them?”
Drew’s eyes went dead
LOGOS & branding | PRINT | editorial | MARKETING MATERIALS
and he replied in a hard

Good design makes people
happy (I’ve heard).
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“Besides, it’s still in the early stages with
asked.
Elizabeth,” Drew repeated, but before he
If I’d been quicker I would have put
could continue, our waiter appeared with
him in his place with some witty retort
our orders, a roast beef sandwich for Drew
like, “Do you mean am I an advocate of the
and egg salad and tomato on ciabatta bread
practice?” Or, I could have just asked why
for me. We ordered another round of café
he’d asked and waited for his reply. What
lattes and began to eat.
could I have told him? That my father had
Drew bit into his sandwich; the meat
had many affairs, and as a child, I’d known.
was thin and rare, and one shaving
Somehow we, his family, had not been
dropped from his mouth back onto his
enough for him, and that was a sentiment
plate. “Elizabeth has this theory that men
that I’d carried with me to this day. Perhaps
tell women that they love them in order
Drew was the same; no woman, or person,
to sleep with them, and that women sleep
could satisfy him; and he was quite
with men in order to be loved.”
bloodless about it.
I pictured the two together at his place,
“I always tell them ‘caveat emptor,’”
sipping wine, with
he had told me several
Elizabeth making
times in the same hard
THAT
WAS
SINGAPORE;
THE
generalizations about
voice he’d used to speak
WOMEN
I
KNEW
HAD
NO
QUALMS
love or the lack of it,
of Elizabeth’s children. I
the pain and anger
wondered just what he
TELLING YOU WHAT THEY
just below the surface.
thought he had sold to
SPENT ON A COUCH OR CAR BUT
She was low-hanging
Cassie and Elizabeth, and
THEIR MOUTHS WOULD SETTLE
fruit ripe for the
the others.
INTO
THIN,
GRIM
LINES
AT
THE
picking, but perhaps
I had these thoughts
MENTION OF SEX, ESPECIALLY
Drew would serve
much later, after our
his purpose too, help
lunch, while I lay awake
THE ADULTEROUS KIND.
her get back at her
in the twin bed meant for
husband, if not love
my baby girl Olivia once
her for a time. Together or apart though,
she was big enough to leave her crib and
Elizabeth and her husband had four
to sleep in her own bed next to her brother
children so anything short of death ensured
Ned. Then, I wanted to tell Drew that we
that the two would have a relationship.
were neither angels nor animals. Somehow,
The waiter returned, placing our coffees
that seemed a satisfying answer. But in the
in front of us. I didn’t have much of an
moment, looking back at him, I could only
appetite but I kept eating because I hated to
feel the animal in me, starved and terrified.
waste food. “Cracked pepper and sea salt?”
I think he sensed he’d gone too far
asked the waiter but I shook my head.
because he said, “I mean, hypothetically
“Have you seen Colin lately?” I asked.
speaking.”
“No I haven’t,” said Drew.
When I didn’t respond, he took a
“We should all have lunch together
different tack because he meant to have his
next time,” I said and felt at last that I had
answer.
reached safe water, and then suddenly,
“Did you read Anna Karenina? Anna
Drew looked at me intently, and I was once
runs off with Count Vronsky, leaves her son
again submerged.
and husband behind, all for love.”
“How do you feel about adultery?” he
Drew knew that I loved books. In fact
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he’d leant me a book, a
contemporary translation
of Dostoevsky’s Notes from
the Underground, and that
was why we’d met at Café
B., so that I could return
it to him. The truth was, I
didn’t need an excuse to see
him but at the mention of
Tolstoy, I somehow knew
now that this would be our
last lunch.
I was angry with Drew
and probably sounded
like a schoolteacher
addressing her pupil.
“Yes, Anna Karenina is
about love, passion and
freedom but it’s also about
family, fidelity and societal
conventions.” If he’d
studied literature instead of
math and Latin he would
have known that. I despised
myself for being so
judgmental, but it helped.
“For me,” I continued, “the
book is ultimately about
obsession.” I stopped then,
surprised at myself. Drew
looked as if I’d slapped
him in the face. I chose my
words more carefully but I
was still furiously treading
water. “Obsession is always
more about the obsessed
than the object of desire.”
He blinked at me. “There
were no happy endings for
that Anna.”
“Well,” Drew said,
leaning back to fold his
arms across his chest,
offering a smile that almost
hid his blush. “You know,
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she wasn’t—”
“I’m sorry, Drew,” I said. “I’ve got to go
pick up Ned from school. You know, I’m a
slave to my children’s schedules.” I laughed
but he didn’t join in with me.
“I’m very fortunate to have some of your
time then,” Drew said solemnly. I blushed
and turned away. The waiter looked at me
from the other end of café as if he’d been
waiting all along for us to settle the bill, and
I signaled to him.
Drew looked down at his empty plate a
few seconds and then up at me. “It’s what
I do best,” he said giving me an apologetic
smile.

seemed to be disconnected from the rest of
me; it enjoyed the sensation of another’s
touch, was glad for contact after so much
time, and then I resurfaced once more.
“It’s mine,” I said and pulled away
before adding sharply, “and I always take
my turn.”
I shoved several bills into the holder and
told the waiter to keep the change. It was
one of the few establishments in Singapore
that didn’t charge GST so one had to be
sure to tip at the end. Drew waited for me
to collect my bag and rise, and then he
followed me out of the café. We said our
good-byes, kissing each other twice. When
I walked away from him, I
had the strange sensation
I FROZE, LOOKING DOWN AT OUR HANDS AS IF THEY
that he was watching me,
FLOATED BETWEEN US IN MIDAIR. MY HAND SEEMED TO
but I didn’t look back.
BE DISCONNECTED FROM THE REST OF ME; IT ENJOYED THE
We never met again
but I did see Drew once
SENSATION OF ANOTHER’S TOUCH, WAS GLAD FOR CONTACT
from a distance, sitting
AFTER SO MUCH TIME, AND THEN I RESURFACED ONCE MORE.
outdoors at one of the new
restaurants on Dempsey
“What?”
Hill. Michael was traveling so I’d made
“My little assignations.”
plans with a girlfriend for dinner. I’d
Did anyone still use that word, I
arrived early and was wandering around.
wondered.
Drew was alone, drinking a glass of
“I’m not very good at relationships,” he
wine. Had his life changed as much as mine
continued and crooked his head awkwardly since we’d last met? Olivia had grown out
to one side.
of her crib, and she and Ned now slept side
“But do you want to change?” I asked,
by side in their twin beds. I had returned to
and again felt as if I were a schoolteacher
my own bed and at last Michael and I did
questioning her pupil. But before he could
more than just sleep there. Things were not
reply, I reached into my bag. “ Before I
picture perfect but they were better.
forget,” I said, handing Drew his book.
I started towards Drew but just as I was
The waiter appeared, and gently placed
about to call out to him, a woman – one of
the check holder in the middle of our table
those expat types – joined him. They kissed
before whisking away our dirty dishes.
twice and he gestured for her to sit before
“This is mine,” I said, picking up the bill. calling the waiter over to the table. As Drew
“Let me get it,” Drew said but instead
ordered for them, the woman looked at me.
of taking the holder from me, he took my
She reminded me of someone I knew but
hand and the holder in his.
before I could remember who, I felt a tap on
I froze, looking down at our hands as if
my shoulder. It was my friend. We went off
they floated between us in midair. My hand
to have our dinner.
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BY SHARON PUGH

Silele’s
Baby
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T

he day John Kennedy was
shot I was teaching English in
a high school classroom on Tutuila,
the largest of the American Samoan
islands. I can still picture the moment
when the music teacher, a former
Mormon missionary who was
usually composed in his bearing,
rushed into our midst, his eyes wild,
his white shirt stuck to his body,
and his tie flapping as he shouted,
“The President has been shot.”
The students didn’t understand.

“Tidal wave!” shouted someone
in the back of the room.
The music teacher spoke to
the class rapidly in Samoan.
Then he ran out and into the next
classroom, where we could hear him
again, and on down the corridor,
leaving bedlam in his wake.
The crop of imported teachers of
which I was a member had been on
the island only a few months. We
were all white and all racist, at least
to some extent, although we didn’t
RYDER

think so. Many came from progressive
immediately upon our arrival, we new
West Coast cities, in my case Portland, in
recruits were rounded up and told there
which most African Americans were as
were three ways of going home: become
segregated as anywhere in the South, and
ill, finish our tour of duty, or cause trouble.
while we ascribed to inclusive politics,
Obediently, we eschewed the last.
cheered on the Freedom Riders and the
Although this was the era of the Peace
March on Washington, and deplored
Corps, and we too were seeking some
the mobs who attacked neatly dressed
kind of adventure in our young lives, our
Black children trying to attend school,
conditions could hardly have been more
we had no experience
different.
with the fray, or, for
We were
THE
CROP
OF
IMPORTED
TEACHERS
OF
WHICH
I
that matter, African
to be
Americans themselves.
provided
WAS A MEMBER HAD BEEN ON THE ISLAND ONLY
Tituila is the largest
new
A FEW MONTHS. WE WERE ALL WHITE AND ALL
of seven islands cut off
Western
RACIST, AT LEAST TO SOME EXTENT, ALTHOUGH
from the main Samoan
style
WE
DIDN’T
THINK
SO.
archipelago and ceded to
houses
the United States in the
with
early twentieth century,
modern
who used its deep harbor, which almost
appliances, still under construction for
cuts the island in two, for military purposes. which, although they were fully furnished,
As an unincorporated, unorganized
we had been allowed to transport a roomterritory, it does not have full constitutional
size container of personal goods at no cost,
rights, and its natives are not citizens. It
and we were being paid stateside wages
did get its own commemorative quarter,
with a little extra for hardship, which
featuring a palm tree and ceremonial kava
apparently meant living without access
bowl, but it is mainly known for Margaret
to restaurants and supermarkets. Our
Mead’s misrepresentation of its culture.
circumstances contrasted even more with
In the early sixties, the Department of
those of the local inhabitants, who lived
the Interior provided American Samoa’s
in fales, round platforms with thatched
governing structure and maintained a
roofs supported by pillars, down which
school system for the island children with
bamboo screens could be rolled when it
Samoan teachers in the village elementary
rained, so in fair weather we could look
schools and imported American teachers
in upon their domestic life while passing
in the central high school. The local
between our temporary quarters at the
population was about 25,000 plus the U.S.
far end of the island and the school.
bureaucracy, which, besides the governor
The high school campus comprised a
and his staff, included the superintendent
round assembly hall meant to resemble
of schools and the high school principal,
a turtle and two cement block buildings,
both of whom had the colonial mind-set
each of which housed an upper and lower
that the natives were adolescents in need
row of five classrooms with louvered outer
of civilized order and discipline, and
walls and inner sides open to a corridor
that teachers who disagreed had come to
running the length of the building. This
the wrong place. The year before, there
arrangement was intended to facilitate
had been some kind of insurrection, so
air circulation in the tropical climate but
AUG / SEPT 2020
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was more effective for mixing the noises
of the classrooms, especially the section
in which English classes were held. At
the time, the principal had embraced
the Pitman Method, a New Zealand
version of the audio-lingual approach
involving choral repetitions of patterned
phrases, so our building reverberated
with competitive chanting while ceiling
fans turned languidly overhead.
The class I was teaching when the news
broke had all male students, tracked as
“junior technicals,” meaning they were
not given much hope. They came to school
barefoot or wearing rubber thongs, their
hardened feet looking like roots. Many wore
hibiscus flowers over their ears or necklaces
of pineapple buttons that exuded a pungent
sweetness into the room. Some wore khakis
or jeans, others lengths of splashy cotton
prints called lava lavas wrapped around
their hips like beach towels. All wore
button shirts, and despite a dress code that
required they stay buttoned, once seated
they would often bare their chests, whether
for air or out of vanity, the ones who really
were men now and proud of their smooth
muscled torsos. For this reason, or because
someone’s hair might have descended
below a regulation line running along
the top of the ears, the principal would
patrol the open corridors and sentence
offenders to rock pile duty in the school
yard, where a wall was being assembled.
Now with the pandemonium gathering
momentum, the junior technicals were
exchanging quizzical smiles, which, I

understood, reflected perplexity rather
than any disrespect toward our American
tragedy, a perplexity shared by the teachers
as well. In the bus going back to our
quarters we were quiet; there didn’t seem
to be enough of us to properly react. We
sat on the wooden benches and stared out
at the jungle and the sea, nodding at the
few words someone might think of to say.
Classes were cancelled for the rest of the
week, and we spent the time at Ataloma, an
old missionary boarding school where we
were lodged till construction of our houses
was completed, wandering like sullen
ghosts, shocked out of reality by a violence
that had occurred 2,000 miles away, as if
our absence had been taken advantage of.
Ataloma was a white three-storied
building with a veranda circling each
floor. We could step outside our rooms
and see the Pacific curving over the
horizon by day or hear the trees singing
at night. We lived dormitory style, two
to a room, with common bathroom and
dining facilities. At first we had been
captivated by the beauty of the setting and
the novelty of our communal situation,
but by now, less than three months
after our arrival, paradise was losing
its charm. We were sick of togetherness
and being stuck at the far end of the
island. Many of us had ordered Datsun
station wagons and pickups or Honda
motorcycles, but they wouldn’t arrive till
the next freighter arrived from Japan.
So we went out only on the verandas,
where the bugs soon chased us back
inside, and to the dining room,
where chicken or more often
THE YEAR BEFORE, THERE HAD BEEN SOME KIND OF
mutton was served with rice and
INSURRECTION, SO IMMEDIATELY UPON OUR ARRIVAL,
imported vegetables. Ordinarily
WE NEW RECRUITS WERE ROUNDED UP AND TOLD
Americans don’t eat mutton, a
THERE WERE THREE WAYS OF GOING HOME: BECOME
dismal, grayish meat with fatty
edges, but with no other choice,
ILL, FINISH OUR TOUR OF DUTY, OR CAUSE TROUBLE.
we sat like prisoners at the
OBEDIENTLY, WE ESCHEWED THE LAST.
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wooden tables and picked at our dispiriting
fare. In the wake of the tragedy, the time
off from teaching became an element in
which we felt we could drown, so it was
a relief when school started again and we
were forced into activity. Our students
remained unchanged, and that too was
a kind of relief: their bright clothes, their
pungent odors, and their voices raised
gloriously in song every morning, the
ten classrooms in each open-air building
merging in a mighty Christian hymn.
But the knowledge that the country to
which we would be returning after our
two-year stint was not exactly the one we
had left was never far from our minds.
In January we were joined at Ataloma
by a group of young men from New Mexico
State University, co-op students who came
to help operate the satellite tracking station
that had been on the island for about a year
as part of the US response to the Soviet
Union’s launching of Sputnik I. Their
presence dominated the atmosphere of the
place, energizing it with their youth and
gender, a charge that affected the Samoan
staff, especially the young women who
served in the dining room. They piled up
the rice and mutton on the trackers’ plates
and came round with pitchers of ice water
and tea like restaurant
These
We’re openwaitresses.
for
women dressed as the missionaries had
taught their grandmothers, in blouses and
gathered skirts or pulatasis, belted tunics
over lava lava skirts, but somehow without
the intended effect of modesty. Their long
hair was braided or twisted around their
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room with a swing, flashing white smiles
pickup that would have rusted fenders
from honey faces wreathed in blooms.
and bed within a year, and busily set
Long after we teachers had returned to
about recreating an American middle
our rooms to prepare lessons and grade
class lifestyle at the edge of the jungle.
papers, the jollity would continue in
I had brought my cat with me, a large
the common room downstairs while a
orange neutered boy named Mac, who
Samoan crowd gathered, some of them
became a local personage because of his
boys with ukeleles, distracting us with
size in comparison to local feral cats. Others
the sounds of music and laughter.
had caught and tamed kittens that came
One of the servers, Silele, had light
around for handouts, and one couple got
skin and blue eyes. This was not entirely
the science teacher to neuter theirs, so he
unknown on an island that had, since the
grew into a handsome, sleek cat with a taste
turn of the century, been host at one time
for canned mackerel whom they would
or another to various U.S. military services.
eventually take back to the states. Besides
There were many signs of forgotten or
domesticating or importing cats, we planted
unknown paternities: Red hair, European
flower seeds from home in little beds made
noses, freckles on brown skin, a pair of
with trucked in dirt, cultivating marigolds,
twins named Army and Navy. But Silele,
snapdragons and zinnias, next to which a
with her delicate features surrounded by
papaya seed dropped in the sand might
dark hair, would have stood out anywhere,
become a fruit bearing tree within a year.
and it wasn’t long before a mutual
We ordered three-gallon tubs of ice cream
attraction developed between her and one
and cuts of beef from Australia to store in
of the trackers named Jason. As she swung
the large pull-out freezer sections of our
through the dining room to the music, it
refrigerators, and, except for occasional
was clear that Silele was dancing for Jason.
power failures, were quite comfortable, at
Indeed, they looked like a pair. He too had
least until, toward the end of the first year,
comely features, dark hair and blue eyes,
this environment too began to feel tight.
and in another setting, they might have
About this time, another wave
been one of these well-matched couples
of residents from the states arrived,
that could as likely be siblings or at least
technicians hired to build a six-channel
cousins. The name
educational television
IN THE WAKE OF THE TRAGEDY, THE
Silele, I figured out
system that was to
from the little I knew
be a showcase for the
TIME OFF FROM TEACHING BECAME
of the phonology
benefits of American
AN ELEMENT IN WHICH WE FELT WE
of the language,
technology in the
COULD
DROWN,
SO
IT
WAS
A
RELIEF
was the Samoan
third world. Lessons
WHEN SCHOOL STARTED AGAIN AND
version of Shirley,
would be broadcast
and if she had been
to new elementary
WE WERE FORCED INTO ACTIVITY.
Shirley, everything
schools constructed
might have been fine. But she was not.
in remote villages as well as to the high
In time our houses became ready, and
school, eventually eliminating the need
we moved thankfully from Ataloma to
for imported teachers like us, not because
our private subdivision near the Tafuna
Samoans would take our places, but
airport, never questioning our entitlement.
because a single telecast teacher could do
We received our vehicles, mine a turquoise
the work of many. Soon more specialists
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THEIR PRESENCE DOMINATED THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE PLACE, ENERGIZING IT WITH THEIR
YOUTH AND GENDER, A CHARGE THAT AFFECTED THE SAMOAN STAFF, ESPECIALLY THE YOUNG
WOMEN WHO SERVED IN THE DINING ROOM.

arrived to plan the new instructional
programming, and while that was
happening, the completed station was
used to transmit canned programs from
the states. Now Japanese television
sets were arriving along with vehicles,
and when we drove by the villages at
night, we saw flickering blue screens in
almost every open-sided dwelling. The
technological paradigm
shift we are living today
had begun on this small
Polynesian island.
Although they inhabited
the same compound, the
television people kept
mainly to their own society.
We common teachers
were outclassed. These
developments evoked an
unease that I especially
associated with my closest
neighbors, a technician and
his wife, who taught in the
international elementary
school. Like the rest of
us, they had transferred
their stateside life style, in
this case Floridian, to the
Samoan sand, but in what
I considered an obtrusive
way. I endured the loud
music and shrieking
laughter of their barbecues
and cocktail parties and
observed disapprovingly
when they imported a
large American car and
installed air-conditioning
in their house although
it was constructed for
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natural ventilation. They were obviously
being paid a great deal more than we.
At one point, they also acquired a tiny
black kitten I would see jumping around
their place, which started to soften my
attitude a bit, but then the kitten vanished.
When I ventured to ask about it one day,
I was told, “it didn’t work out, so we
took it away.” So on top of everything
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else, they were animal dumpers. My
resentment turned to loathing. They
personified what I was coming to dislike
about Americans, among whom I had to
include myself: the ease with which we
could obtain things and throw them away.
Over the next few months I lost touch
with the goings on at Ataloma, but it was
no surprise when someone at school who
still socialized with the satellite trackers
told me that Silele was about to have a baby.
It was Jason’s, of course, and much was
made among his friends of his tenderness
toward the mother. But he would soon
be leaving the island, and while it would
have been possible for Jason to marry
Silele and take her with him, regrettably,
he didn’t see doing so as within her best
interests. Instead, Silele had gone back
to her village, where she was taken in
without judgment to bear the child. Before
his departure, I was told, Jason visited her
there several times, which seemed to be
all anyone expected him to do, and he left
on Pan Am’s midnight flight from Tafuna
shortly before his daughter was born. He
probably had no control over the timing
of his departure, and perhaps he kept
in touch with Silele, at least for a while,
but the bottom line was that he was gone
with no obligations or constraints on his
future. I thought about the child growing
up in the village and wondered what she
would be told about her father and how she
would situate herself in this island world.
And then a new story surfaced: my
neighbors from Florida intended to adopt
the baby. It seemed they had talked to
Jason about this before he left, and he
had agreed, though no mention was
made about Silele’s views on the matter.
Among the teachers the consensus was
that the child was fortunate to be adopted
by Americans. She would have all the
advantages, they agreed, a chance to make
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MY RESENTMENT TURNED TO LOATHING.
THEY PERSONIFIED WHAT I WAS COMING
TO DISLIKE ABOUT AMERICANS, AMONG
WHOM I HAD TO INCLUDE MYSELF: THE EASE
WITH WHICH WE COULD OBTAIN THINGS AND
THROW THEM AWAY.

something of her life. The implication of
this perspective, that only Americans are
able to do this, did not register with me
at the time. I still wondered what Silele
thought, but as the growing claustrophobia
of island life made me as eager as anyone
to return to the states, I also thought the
child was luckier than those growing
up here with only the educational
television system as consolation.
But my skepticism rose again when
I heard that the prospective parents had
gone to look at the baby before they
made a final decision. They lived in the
American South, they had reportedly
said, and they had to be careful what color
baby they took back. They must have
been satisfied with what they saw, for
soon they brought Silele’s baby to their
house and installed her with a Samoan
nanny in their spare room. Adopting a
Samoan child, it seemed, was no more
complicated than catching a Samoan cat.
One simply took what one fancied and
gave it back if one changed one’s mind.
Whenever I saw the wife getting into the
car with a pink bundle, I would wonder,
I now think rather meanly, if she would
come back without it. And then my time
in Samoa was over, and the midnight
came when I too lifted off the colored
lights of the Tafuna runway over the black
waters of the Pacific, never to return.
That was over a half century ago, and
naturally much has changed. The island
population has doubled, and besides having
their own quarter, American Samoans now
RYDER

have their own local governor
and other officials, including
a superintendent of schools
and high school principal.
Educational television,
it turned out, wasn’t the
technological miracle it
was touted to be, and for a
long time the station stood
dormant under jungle growth
after the Samoans revolted
in the 1970s and took control
of their educational system,
indicating that we hadn’t
been the solution either. The
U.S. is on its tenth president
since Kennedy was killed,
with things not going so
well, especially for teachers,
though who can say how
they would be faring now if
he’d lived out his likely two
terms? The satellite tracking
station has been closed for
decades, so there are no more
opportunities on Tutuila for
bright young undergraduates
with an interest in technology.
And Silele’s baby, wherever
she may be, has passed her
fiftieth birthday. I still think
about her -- in fact, I’ve
never stopped. I wonder
whether she actually made
it to Florida. When I left
Samoa, her adoptive parents
still had a year to go, and
in a year’s time, an infant’s
appearance can change quite
a bit. But whether or not she
was finally deemed suitable
for the sunshine state, I hope
that the world she inherited
was one that, at least in
some ways, suited her.
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BY SHAYNE LAUGHTER

We Lie,
We Die
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1.

uri detested sifting
her thoughts. It was
photographs, pictures she
had taken, that propelled
her, pleasurably, into
a unity of imagination
and muscle memory so
rich in detail that the
past became an oracle
for any problem stuck
inside her. The box in her
hands held the rejected
contact prints from her
thesis project, her first
trip to Africa. Zambia.
Savannahs, hills, a place
very specific to her.
Zambia. It was enough
to bring her furious
unpacking to a halt. She
sat down on the polished
wood floor of her new
loft. Nearly five hundred
photos -- color and black
and white -- flew through
her fingers and pieced
that crucial moment
of her life together.
It was the past, but
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she needed this past right
now. The divorce was in
process and she had no
wish to stop it, only to
see it as part of a whole.
That whole coalesced
while a paper river
sluiced grey and black
and vibrant colors before
her eyes. Landscapes,
sunsets, lonely eccentric
trees, serene animals,
elephants, and her
husband, Heath. Before
he was her husband.
Before he was Heath
Webber, the electric
phantom that ruled
their lives. When he
was just Heath.
Done, she calmly
patted the stiff papers
into a neat block and
returned them to the box.
She was content. She was
doing the right thing.
What had tipped her
marriage with Heath
towards its finish, the
river of pictures told
her, was somewhere
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in that emailed reply to her from the new
Executive Director of Organis Earth. We find
your proposal for the documentary exciting, it
read. At Organis, the threat to wildlife herds
has long been a subject of great interest, but the
right project eluded us. This film, however, could
change that! Do you anticipate Mr. Webber
voicing the narration? Please let us know more
about your plans. My direct extension is …
Suri showed Heath the email,
with no other comment than a raised
eyebrow. He sighed, and waved a
long-fingered hand in resignation.
Before closing up the box and putting
those twenty years of her life behind her,
Suri wondered briefly if it wasn’t the email
but the way he said Yes to it: that wave,
that sigh. Yes, here we go again. Suri needs
a big break. Again she needs my help.
In her reply to Organis, Suri wrote,
While the project should be evaluated fully
upon its own merits, my husband is willing to
consider adding the narration recording to his
schedule. Please contact his representatives …
African wildlife extinction was not
an easy sell. Suri needed Organis Earth,
or something like it (not that there were
many like it), as a backer and a platform,
solid in its benevolent, global namerecognition – a star power almost as
brilliant as Heath Webber’s. Organis Earth
had been linked with Heath through his
PBS series and some other campaigns. But
those had been in the days of the megacharity’s previous Executive Director.
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eath looked back further than that
email, when he could bear it, whenever
he contemplated what he had done to
create the divorce, his complicity. He had
an addict’s dependence on thought and
memory for his own creative impulse and
its relentless production schedule. Odd, as
he aged, what memory stayed available to
him for instant use, and what slipped away.
In a nanosecond he could return to the year
he and Suri met – no, collided – and to the
carnal delight of how suddenly their unique
metals twisted and crimped together,
making a new machine entirely. MFA
Suri and her cameras: still photography,
film, video, digital stream, holograms –
product burst from her like spring pollen.
Many of her images were of him.
Him, barreling fiery-eyed through his
PhD work, flinging off papers and essays
with the same ferocity Suri put into her
filming. Of course she filmed him – he
was the only thing moving at her speed.
They were locked together, bodies, juices,
minds, arguments, going somewhere,
precipitous and without real forethought.
In Africa (Zambia, he thought, but
the continent was so far from him now,
he’d started losing track of the names
(Z-something, he thought, one of the
Z countries; it was so long ago, he’d
started losing track of the names)
They walked with elephant herds. He
went for his dissertation research and
she for her thesis photography project.
For nothing
more than an
attribution she
let her pictures
illustrate his
first significant
conference

IT WAS THE PAST, BUT SHE NEEDED
THIS PAST RIGHT NOW.
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presentation, between the slides of data
and migration maps. Suri’s pictures
representing Heath’s ideas was a
natural motion for the machine they
had become. Neither of them noticed it
until a divorce lawyer pointed it out.
Back at the start, she was cheerleading
for him, and for his subject: group
intelligence in swarm patterns as an
organic expression, not just of critical
biological systems but of civilization.
She knew it was goofy and daring and
needed all the help it – he – could get.
Calling elephant herds—their social
groups—a civilization? Equating human
group behaviors in the market and
land settlement with murmuration, the
swirling clouds of birds in flight?
Every day, back then, Heath
thought to himself, “This fucking
scares me.” Twenty years later, he
could not remember ever saying
that out loud to Suri, even though
he assumed he had wanted to. They
went ahead, anyway. Precipitous.
It worked. Heath Webber, PhD
was invited to give a TED Talk on his
dissertation topic – murmuration. Big
data turned into animated points of color.
Markets and migrations. Game theory.
Chaos and fractals. All the cool stuff.
For TED, Suri added her favorite
photo of Heath from the Africa trip. They
were walking among a herd of elephants
at a watering place. They adopted the
slow, deliberate, solid movement of the
herd. One female approached Heath
and wrapped her trunk around him,
pulling him close. He embraced her
gigantic head and pressed his brow
to the space between her eyes. Suri
snapped the shutter maybe 150 times
before the elephant released him.
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rganis Earth sent Suri back to Africa
hat’s the one, Suri thought, on that first
for a full year. Organis Earth found
trip, when the picture emerged in its
her a location manager. Didier was from
chemical bath. The elephant embraced
Côte d’Ivoire, educated in Paris, a doctorate
Suri’s lover with its trunk. Her lover
in ecological science with a specialty in
embraced it right back. That’s the one.
wildlife. Didier was professional to the
Of all the exposures of Heath and the
bone among Europeans, warm and easy
elephant, this one she slipped out of the
with Africans of nearly all nations and
tray and clipped to a string for drying in a
peoples. “Some history has been too
corner that was saved for special things.
much,” he confided to her. “You must
Methodically, as always (and especially
wait for their humor to find you out.”
at this dying art of darkroom photography),
They were in Zimbabwe, sitting on top
Suri teased and nurtured every single
of a Land Rover watching the sunset. Suri
picture through its development process,
had brought her cameras, of course. But
until the red-lit darkroom was festooned
she let them sit
with hundreds
in her lap, her
of drying paper
hands idle, while
rectangles. After
she listened
each picture was
SURI’S PICTURES REPRESENTING
to Didier.
hung up on its
HEATH’S
IDEAS
WAS
A
NATURAL
“I don’t
string, she would
want to conquer
move to where
MOTION FOR THE MACHINE THEY
anything,” she
she could look
HAD
BECOME.
told Didier,
at the picture
meaning Africa,
of Heath and
meaning her
the elephant.
cameras, meaning him. “I’m happiest
The one. In its special corner. Heath and
just walking beside … walking. At the
his curly hair getting too long, his scrubby
pace … the true pace of …” She stopped.
beard, his hard, tennis-happy body, his grey
“I’m sorry. I’m better at pictures.”
tee shirt. The animal’s fantastic extension
He smiled at her. She wanted to
like a monstrous liquid arm encircling
take his hand. But she wasn’t sure if his
him. Telling him something. Him listening.
humor had completely found her out.
His face against the elephant’s. Aglow
“In this country, I must be honest,” she
in red. The darkroom was hot, moist,
said. His eyes flicked aside, remembering
odorous. The contact prints dangled around
all that was not honest here.
her red and wet, polyps in a womb.
“I mean,” she corrected, “this
Suri left the darkroom as soon as she
place … reminds me how fatal it is,
could. Where was Heath? She was shaking.
to … to forsake … anything real.”
“Ah,” he said, and his eyes looked at
her again, and then back to the purpling
horizon. “It is so. We lie, we die.”
eath made it easy for Suri to figure
She took his hand then.
out that his narration agreement
He did not move away.
had expanded to include sex with the

H
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were beyond other peoples’ capacity.
new Executive Director of Organis Earth.
And her eye! When she said, “That
Alyssa Gross-Franklin had made the megaone, goes there,” that was the one
charity’s producing partnership contingent
and it went there. Comforting, to an
on having Heath Webber’s voice read the
extent, but still. Was his own judgment
narration, which she would write herself.
so faulty, before they had met?
Here we go, Suri thought, when
It struck him like a thunderbolt that
the circumstances became clear.
now, finally, after all these years, he could
Again Heath needs a break from us.
take that damned picture of him and
Again he needs my forgiveness.
the elephant off the living room wall.
She couldn’t fault his taste. Nor was
It was the best of Suri’s work, no
there an age difference to blame. Alyssa
question. Of course he added it to his TED
Gross-Franklin was just two years younger
talk. Of course it had to be the back-cover
than Suri, and her opposite in stature and
author photo of his first book, the muchcoloring. Alyssa leaned and loped through
reprinted Murmuration: A Swarming Mind.
moneyed galas in long, tan lines, shaking
Distinct from him or not, he could not
her blonde curls down to her buttock
believe that Suri, any more than himself,
dimples. No matter what cultural costume
had known the
she chose to wear,
picture would be the
it never came off as
basis of the Heath
appropriation but
SHE TOOK HIS HAND THEN.
Webber brand:
rather an elevating
communing with
chic. Suri -- compact,
HE DID NOT MOVE AWAY.
wild creatures.
Mediterranean and
Receiving their
feral -- gawped
wisdom. And all
at Alyssa Grossthat. Here Heath had included brand as an
Franklin like everybody else.
expression of the human murmurations of
Still, Suri had to consider how Heath
politics and the marketplace: he declared
had said Yes to the email, with a sigh and
wave. It put forgiveness at a distance, which brand to be a communal agreement on
power and purpose that shaped social
was refreshing—to Suri’s mild surprise.
and emotional swarms across time.
Once he realized that he was being
swarmed by fans (mostly female) who
uri had left. Their metals had uncrimped, believed they understood something
about him that just wasn’t true, he
untwisted, some parts by effort, others
mapped the misunderstanding and tried
as a last rusted-through gasp. Every piece
to work it into his standard public talks.
of him had her imprint. He mused over
He would rip off the veil of brand and tell
the possibility that she felt the same – but
everybody the truth, thus illuminate the
he wondered. Did she? Didn’t she?
principle by making fun of it as it applied
She was so distinct from him. Always
to him. Maybe that would suggest to the
had been, even while they moved as
swarmers that they should cut it out.
one machine. Even when he labored
Because, in truth, he hadn’t received
to devour and understand her during
any profound wisdom from the elephant.
sex. The comprehension never lasted.
He had been scared to death.
Yet he was visible to her in ways that

S
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He’d been trying to get out of the
female’s way when she raised her trunk,
looped it around his waist and pulled him
in. What was he going to do? Struggle?
This being could kill him with one good
squeeze. So he threw his arms around
her head. Then – out of sight of Suri’s
camera – the elephant fingered him. The
prehensile tip of her trunk explored him,
up under his shirt and down into his pants.
Maybe what was being communicated on
a subtle level in this picture was a man
experiencing what billions of women –
and trillions of animals, for that matter
-- had feared all their lives, over the
millennia of history. Utter domination
by an implacable, unknowable Other.
When he read the revised talk to
Suri (as he always did), her face turned
sour and she suggested he seriously
reconsider that angle. He didn’t need
further prompting. Out it went.
But did that mean Suri wanted him
to preserve an unintended brand?
Or something else? He couldn’t
be sure. He had never asked.
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Suri, in her new loft, patted her twentyyear-old contact prints back into a neat
block and returned them to their box.
Half a year earlier, Alyssa GrossFranklin dared to take Heath’s hand
and gaze at him with uncharacteristic
vulnerability. At approximately the same
date, Suri dared to take Didier’s hand,
and he did not move away; they looked at
each other with their humor found out.
Just days after that, Didier scuttled in
a crouching run down a low hill towards
Suri at the Land Rover. She had been
having a pee. He had gone up to see from
the crest what was the state of the small
lake that would be their next location.
“We should go,” he whispered to
her. “Europeans are at the lake, taking
samples of the water. I don’t think they
saw me. I hope they didn’t see me.”
“Why shouldn’t we go talk
to them?” Suri asked.
Didier shook his head. “You and I are
ones who die at the hands of poachers,
after talking to such Europeans.”
He saw her expression turn inward,
stone cold as he had not seen in all her
Boss Lady moments. She understood
Didier, she saw the line he did not want
to cross. She had no feeling one way or
the other about that line. She remembered
the tiny telephoto lens she had bought
for her cell phone, and the digital video
enlarging software she had loaded onto

ow do the birds within the murmuration
perceive its twisting and heaving? Heath
had written. Smaller flocks can be observed
and imagined as uncannily coordinated. Larger
flocks appear to pull in different directions,
seeking independent
shapes yet returning to
one another for a larger
SHE UNDERSTOOD DIDIER, SHE SAW THE
impression of one shape,
LINE HE DID NOT WANT TO CROSS. SHE HAD
continuously changing.
Heath stood on the
NO FEELING ONE WAY OR THE OTHER ABOUT
couch and lifted the
picture of him and
THAT LINE.
the elephant off the
wall, at approximately
the same date that
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her laptop. And she remembered the
silly gift bags given to them by a safari
resort, simply for having lunch there
with local officials. They had stashed
them under the Land Rover’s back seat.

H
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eath carried the picture into his study
and set it on the floor, turned to face
the wall. After twenty years, the smell
of the female elephant still clung to his
nose: dung, urine, dust, rotted vegetation,
and something else. Maybe it was in the
skin? He still woke up shaking once in a
while, with that smell all around him.
The doorbell rang.
It was the kitchen bell, the service
entrance. Heath needed a second ring
to be sure he’d heard right. Nobody
ever came to the service entrance, it had
been a private door for him and Suri. He
expected Alyssa to arrive any time for
a long weekend exploring where their
relationship might go next, now that the
divorce was in motion, but she was not
accustomed to any door but the front
entryway. And he had given her a key.
Excitement pricked his joints as
he padded through the kitchen. This
was better than floating around the
half-empty house waiting on Alyssa.
Otherwise, he would get bored and
keep thinking about Suri and maybe call
her, which he mustn’t do anymore.
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lady tourist and her local guide from
the safari resort stood on top of the
rise, laughing and flirting. The guide wore
the resort’s logo tee shirt, and the woman
wore the resort’s hat over her short hair.
Her vivid pink lipstick glowed, her large
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“You were at the script
development meeting, weren’t you?
When – weeks ago,” he said.
“Two months. Taking
minutes,” Cheryl said.
“Well,” Heath said. “Want to come in?
Have a soda, water, tea?” Again, it was
better than waiting around the house,
now with the knowledge that Alyssa
had let information about them slip.
“I shouldn’t stay,” Cheryl
said. “Not if Miz Gross-Franklin
is going to be here soon.”
“Pffffft,” Heath said. “She sent you with
this, she won’t be shocked. Will she?”
woman stood at the service door
“Yes. She actually wanted
holding a messenger bag. She might’ve
somebody else to deliver this, but
been a mature-looking young, or a young… well, it’s complicated.”
looking middle-age, but the first impression
“Come on,” Heath said. He cranked
was that she was nearly six feet tall and
his long hand, and the come-hither
her padded body made clothes refuse
magic worked. Cheryl stepped into
to look like anything but laundry. Her
the kitchen. He set the messenger bag
soft, rounded face, bearing tortoise-shellon the counter and opened the fridge.
rimmed glasses, was carefully neutral.
“Grapefruit soda? Lemon? Cherry?”
“Yes?” Heath looked beyond her to see
“Grapefruit.” He cracked the can
her car. There was none in the driveway.
open for her. It was
“I’m Cheryl
a popular health
Studdard, Program
brand that had
Coordinator
recently become a
GREAT. THE AFFAIR AND THE
for Organis,”
major Organis Earth
she announced.
DIVORCE WEREN’T WIDELY
sponsor. Cheryl
She unslung the
declined a glass.
KNOWN YET, BUT HERE
bag from her
She took up a lot of
shoulder and
ALYSSA HAD TOLD A STAFF
space in his kitchen,
held it forward
but Heath decided
to Heath. “Miz
MEMBER WHERE SHE WAS
he didn’t mind.
Gross-Franklin
SPENDING
THE
WEEKEND.
Over the years of
forgot to pack
his association with
this and wanted
Organis, he and Suri
it delivered.”
had hosted many, many parties with the
Great. The affair and the divorce weren’t
staff and the donors. It had seemed natural,
widely known yet, but here Alyssa had told
back then, to purchase a sprawling house
a staff member where she was spending
near Organis’ headquarters in the Denverthe weekend. Heath suppressed a sigh
to-Boulder corridor, even though now the
and took the bag. Then the something
proximity was almost ominous. “So you’ve
clicked for him about the woman’s face.

sunglasses flashed and her tank top –
also from the safari resort -- revealed her
nipples. The guide stood with his back
to the vista, and the lady took his picture
with her cell phone. Then she joined him
and she took selfies of them with their
arms around each other. They strolled
back down the hill, their arms entwined
at their waists, their eyes only for each
other. They never once looked at the
lake, at the European men or their jeep.
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come bearing ammunition,” Heath said,
Studdard had not said it was the script; she
cracking his own cherry soda. Her eyes
had not at all specified the latest what.
darted at
“Any big
him, and he
text changes
noticed they
I should
THE
FOOTAGE
WAS
HASTY
CELLPHONE
were a steely,
know about?”
suspicious
Heath went
WORK, ENLARGED. HEATH WATCHED
blue. He
on, thinking
A
GROUP
OF
WHITE
MEN
CROUCH
AT
grinned and
script.
waved his
Cheryl
THE EDGE OF A SMALL LAKE, AND DIP
soda can
fixed her
PLASTIC
CONTAINERS
INTO
IT.
THE
at the bag.
suspicious
“Miz Grosseyes on her
LAST, EXTENDED SHOT WOBBLED,
Franklin
soda can. “Do
BUT
CAPTURED
THE
DOOR
OF
A
JEEP
doesn’t like
freshwater
to be caught
sources
PARKED BESIDE THE LAKE. IT HAD A
forgetting
play a role
LOGO, SOMETHING THAT HEATH FELT
things.”
in the herd
Her
extinction rate
HE HAD SEEN BEFORE.
mouth
in Africa?”
flickered
“Well, of
a tiny
course,” Heath
smile. “Tell me about it.”
said. Just as if Cheryl had flipped a switch,
“Were you at Organis when Jasper was
he launched into an extemporaneous minirunning it?” Heath still loved the wizardly
lecture. His eyes tracked back and forth,
old eccentric who had built Organis into
not seeing or registering Cheryl, capturing
a media-and-philanthropy powerhouse.
only the information bubbling up out of
Yet even Heath had breathed a secret sigh
memory, propelled by the compulsion to
of relief when Jasper was forced to retire.
connect, connect, connect one dot of the
Cheryl shook her head.
swarm to another. His addiction, again.
“I’m of the new blood.”
He came to a stopping point, took a
Heath gestured at the messenger
breath and blinked. Cheryl was looking at
bag again. “And what have we got
him intently, head cocked to one side, arms
here, that’s going to need the Executive
crossed, the soda can resting on one elbow.
Director’s attention this weekend?”
She nodded and closed her eyes, then
Cheryl hesitated before answering opened them in a slow, relaxed way that
as if she had to decide what it was. “It’s
was surprisingly sensual. Apparently
a laptop with all the latest,” she said.
his lecture had left her satisfied. She
Heath nodded. “Been wondering
set the can beside the messenger bag.
when that would come.” He assumed she
“Think about all that when you check
meant the laptop had the script of Suri’s
this out,” she said, tapping the bag.
documentary, which Alyssa had been
“Think water.” She headed for the door.
revising and then re-revising, past more
“How come Alyssa needs
than one deadline. In another hour, Heath
the laptop if you’re writing the
would stop short and recall that Cheryl
script?” Heath called after her.
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She spun around in the doorway and
glared at him. So his guess hadn’t been
so wild. Her eyes, though … and her
hefty body was no longer awkward, but
telegraphed a capacity for mayhem.
The thing about people is that we are
irresistibly attracted to the wild, Heath had
written in his standard public talk. And
then, unfortunately, when we finally get the
wild’s attention … here the audience had
burst out laughing, and Heath chose to
agree with their assumption, and only said,
Yeah. He’d jumped over the rest of that
paragraph and continued to the next one.
Cheryl’s face reddened. “I signed
a non-disclosure agreement a long
time ago,” she said. “Don’t get me
in trouble.” And she was gone.
Heath stood very still in his kitchen, and
counted to ten. That flare of danger across
Cheryl’s face had been palpable. He kept
counting, up to twentyfive. Then he unzipped
the messenger bag and
took out the laptop.
It was Suri’s laptop.
There was the
familiar hamsa icon
decal, an upraised hand
of peace, placed in one
corner, scuffed from
years of travel. An eye
in the palm of the hand.
Three sticky notes in
Suri’s handwriting were
next to the hamsa. One
gave two file names in
Suri-code that Heath
recognized. One gave a
password to unlock the footage. The third
said, This may be more than a documentary.
Heath took three deep breaths.
He jammed the laptop back into the
messenger bag and took it to his study.
He closed all the blinds and drapes.

He put the sticky notes to one side,
opened the laptop and turned it on. The
password worked. The video files were the
only items on the desktop. Heath checked
the drives and these two files were all it
had. Maybe the machine had been wiped
before Cheryl Studdard delivered it.
And who the hell is Cheryl Studdard?
He wondered as the videos loaded.
The footage was hasty cellphone
work, enlarged. Heath watched a group
of white men crouch at the edge of a
small lake, and dip plastic containers
into it. The last, extended shot wobbled,
but captured the door of a jeep parked
beside the lake. It had a logo, something
that Heath felt he had seen before.
Heath closed the files and shut down
the laptop. He put everything back in the
messenger bag and stowed it deep in his
study closet. He went back to the kitchen.
Think,
think,
think,
he told
himself.
He wanted
to think
about the
videos,
about
water,
about
where
Suri might
have
been and
how she
got that
footage. Instead, all his thoughts
screamed, Who is Cheryl Studdard
and what did she want me to do?
Her soda can was still on the counter.
Evidence of her visit. He grabbed it and
rubbed his hands all over it, to cover her

HE HAD TO KNOW

SURI WAS SAFE.
SHE HAD TO TELL

HIM WHAT TO DO
NEXT.
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fingerprints before he threw the can into the
recycling bin. That was when he saw the
logo, very small, in the fine print part of the
soda’s nutritional information. A stylized
bird, wings outstretched. The same bird had
been on the door of the white men’s jeep.
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nother switch flipped in Heath’s
addicted brain. He remembered
jealousy. Intense, burning hatred of
another man. The man was a stocky, whitehaired aristocrat in a tuxedo, smiling and
talking to Alyssa Gross-Franklin. She had
placed her wrists on his shoulders and
joined her fingers behind his neck. It was
an intimate gesture of acceptance that
she laid upon all her biggest donors.
Heath’s first two sexual acts with
Alyssa had happened in the previous 48
hours – the second in his hotel room as
he dressed for this gala. Both fucks had
been rushed, ravenous, dirty with greed.
He was planning right then for the third,
maybe on the hotel rooftop at dawn. His
jealousy had ignited while watching her
connect with her big donor. Maybe on the
rooftop he could be a little rough with her.
With Suri, passion had never burned in
him like this, had never imprinted rivals’
faces so clearly, because it had never
had to be secret. At this gala he could do
nothing about his jealousy but watch.
The tuxedoed aristocrat was the
CEO of a multinational food company.
Which owned the natural soda business
whose cans sat in Heath’s refrigerator.
His multinational logo was a stylized
bird with outstretched wings. The soda
advertised its commitment to using the
cleanest spring water in the world.
In every murmuration, Heath wrote in
his first, permanently-best-selling book,
there are single birds who become individuals
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for a time, and break away from the attractive
swarm. They may be outriding for the group
mind, scanning the land for dangers and
options, outlying ideas, or to distract a predator.
Their breakout is only a brief flight, it has been
observed, for they circle and return very quickly.
Heath crushed the can and threw it into
the recycling bin. He was in the hallway
when he spun around, ran back to the
kitchen, reached into the recycling bin
and crushed all of the soda cans, to make
it look like crushing cans was his habit,
which it wasn’t and never had been.
He had to know Suri was safe. She
had to tell him what to do next.
To observe a thing does not mean you know
the thing, Heath had said on a talk show
somewhere. Running to his study to get his
phone, he remembered saying it. Observing.
Knowing. Two different things. Why the hell
did he have to be born so smart? It took
him three bungled tries to dial Suri’s cell.
When we finally get the wild’s attention,
he’d meant to say in his public talk, we
find that the essence of the wild has nothing
to do with anything we already know. In
fact, it’s freaking terrifying. If we get away,
clean or not clean, all we’ve got to show for
it is a memory of stark terror. And all too
often, we start to call that terror wisdom.
Suri’s cell rang. Heath noticed an
odor in the air. Before he could wonder
what it was, he remembered.
Dung, urine, rotting vegetation,
something else in the skin. The elephant.
Holding him very, very close.
Suri’s irritated voice said, “All
right, what?” – just as Alyssa called
his name from the front hall.

END
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